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1. Introduction 

Qantas Airways Limited (Qantas) and British Airways plc (BA) (together the parties) first entered a 

Joint Services Agreement (JSA) on 20 June 1995. This was later supplemented by a Restated JSA 

dated 3 April 2000. A copy of the Restated JSA is contained in confidential Annexure 1. 

The JSA has been in operation for over 14 years. During that time the parties have offered a joint 

venture service in the form of air transportation on the Kangaroo Route to Australian consumers. 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (Commission) authorised the JSA in 1995, 

2000 and 2005. The current authorisation expires in February 2010. 

In this application Qantas and BA seek re-authorisation' of the JSA under sgIC(1) of the Trade 

Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (the TPA). As this is the fourth time the Commission will consider the JSA, the 

parties ask the Commission to grant an authorisation for a specified but not pre-determined amount of 

time. 

f i  

2. Executive Summary 

When the Commission last considered the JSA it found significant competition in all but one affected 

market. The exception was the Australia-UK business passenger market. 

The Commission also found that the JSA would lead to public benefits arising from significant cost 

savings, broader scheduling options and integrated yield management systems. The Commission 

concluded that the resultant public benefits were likely to outweigh any potential anti-competitive 

detriment caused in the Australia-UK business passenger market2. 

Since the time of the last authorisation application. Parliament has changed the treatment of joint 

venture conduct under the TPA and the Commission can no longer assume a high level of detriment 

automatically flows from conduct that had, under the old law, been "deemed" anticompetitive. 

In conducting its revised competition analysis, the Commission will find that all the JSA routes have 

become more competitive. Participants such as Singapore Airlines. Emirates Airways (Emirates) and 

Cathay Pacific Airways (Cathay Pacific) have consolidated as significant competitors on these routes. 

F Going forward, new entrants such as Etihad Airways (Etihad) and Qatar Airways (Qatar) will add 

significant capacity and, by 2012, are expected together with Emirates to operate almost 50% of 
premium seats on the Kangaroo Route. The implications of this are three-fold: 

(a) As to the markets in respect of which the Commission previously concluded (in its 2005 

authorisation of the JSA) there was no substantial lessening of competition, there can be no 

change to this conclusion. 

(b) As to the Australia-UK business passenger market, the Commission should no longer conclude 

that the JSA is likely to cause a substantial lessening of competition. 

' In the form of an application for revocation and substiiution of the existing JSA authorisation. 

Based on the Commission's market definition in its 2005 authorisation. which the Parties do not accept, as explained in section 
3.3 below. 
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Given the current and likely future state of competition in the market, the cost savings and other 

efficiencies that flow from the JSA will manifest as public benefits in all passenger markets and 

will clearly outweigh any possible detriments. 

Summary of Principal Factual Matters 

Competition on Kangaroo Route 

A number of established competitors on the Kangaroo Route such as Singapore Airlines, 

Emirates and Cathay Pacific will continue to constrain the parties in all relevant markets. New 

entrant carriers. Etihad and Qatar will add to this existing constraint. 

These mid-point carriers enjoy advantages over end-point carriers such as Qantas and BA due 

to their geography and government support. 

Factual and counterfactual 

In assessing the JSA authorisation application the Commission uses the "future with-and- 

without test". Though the usual uncertainties associated with predicting the future in airline 

markets are exacerbated at present by the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), in this case the factual 

(or the future with the JSA) is considerably easier to identify than the counterfactual. For here. 

the factual reflects the status-quo, namely the continuation of current JSA arrangements. 

The JSA has been in existence for 14 years. It is clear the JSA has not led to any lessening of 

competition in that time. That experience is a credible proxy for projecting the future conduct of 

the JSA. 

In relation to the counterfactual, while it is more difficult to identify with any certainty the likely 

future without the JSA, the parties expect that BA would seriously contemplate reducing its 
services to Australia over the medium term. 

If this occurs, there is likely to be no material difference in the competitive dynamic on JSA 

routes in the factual and counterfactual as the level of premium capacity being added by mid- 

point carriers will continue to be a sufficient constraint in both future states3. 

If BA does not reduce its services to Australia over the medium term. Qantas expects that BA's 

market share ex Australia will still decline as BA will most likely increase the proportion of traffic 
it carries out of the UK and Europe relative to ex Australia. As BAonly operates a small amount 

of capacity on the Kangaroo Route compared to mid-point carriers, the effect of any such 

change on competition is likely to be only minor. 

Market definition 

In its decision to authorise the JSA in 2005, the Commission found separate product markets for 

time-sensitive ('business") and price-sensitive ("leisure") passengers. The Parties do not 
agree with or accept this approach for several reasons, including: 

If anything, the capacity reduction that BA would likely implement absent the JSA would mean that there is less wrnpetition in 
the wunterfactual. 
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. all passengers, regardless of which cabin they travel in (or their purpose of travel) are 

price sensitive and will choose a Kangaroo Route carrier based on price as well as 

other factors (schedule, network, comfort, safety etc); 

. corporate customers who chose to travel in Business Class or Premium Economy Class 

are able to exert significant buyer power on carriers to achieve larger discounts; and 

particularly in times of economic downturn, the degree of substitution between different 

fare classes increases4 - customers who prefer to travel in Business Class may be 

willing to trade on fare flexibility to spend less. 

Nevertheless, for the purposes of this submission only, to enable the Commission to consider 

this application in the shortest period of time possible and in any event because it does not alter 

the competitive assessment, the parties have taken a conservative approach and proceeded on 

the basis of the Commission's previous market definition for passenger, freight, domestic and 

sale of air travel markets. 

Market concentration 

The parties' combined market share over the last six years has decreased or remained stable in 

all relevant markets. For example, in the case of the: 

. leisure passenger markets to Europe, it has declined from 37.8% to 35.6%; 

leisure passenger markets to SE Asia, it has remained stable, with only a negligible 

increase from 25.1% to 25.2%; . business passenger market to the UK, it has declined from 60.4% to 55.4%; and . business passenger market to Singapore, it has declined from 47.4% to 36.3% 

In contrast, the market shares of competitors have increased, substantially in the case of 

Emirates, or remained stable. 

While Qantas and BA have reduced capacity and reconfigured aircraft to reflect the drop in 

premium demand during the GFC, mid-point carriers such as Emirates, Etihad and Qatar are 

going against this global trend and by 2012 are expected to operate over double the amount of 

premium capacity in the market compared to the Parties. 

Barriers to entry and expansion 

The experience of Emirates, Etihad and Qatar demonstrates that there are low barriers to entry 

and expansion. Emirates and other competitors have demonstrated the ease with which they 

can increase capacity on the Kangaroo Route. 

While constraints still remain at Heathrow airport in London, they also exist in the counterfactual 

and are not exacerbated by the JSA. The fact that some constraints exist is not a significant 

barrier to entry and expansion as increasingly: 

Gatwick airport is substitutable, as evidenced by Emirates' experience; 

' Albel asymmetrically: whilst Business Class may not be substitutable to a passenger who flies Economy Class. Premium 
Economy or Economy may be substitutable to a price conscious Business Class passenger. Moreover, both Business Class and 
Economy Class passengers can trade the fare conditions attached to a pallicular ticket class against price. 
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carriers can and do acquire slots at Heathrow through exchangesneases; and 

carriers can use existing slots to operate larger aircraft and expand capacity. 

Prices and innovation 

Neither party has the ability to increase prices as a result of the JSA. Any published fare 

increases over the past six years have reflected general market conditions where new aircraft 

delays contributed to a capacity shortage across the industry at the same time as fuel prices 

and demand levels reached record highs. 

Over the past twelve months yields on the Kangaroo Route per passenger have deteriorated 

between [Restriction of Publication of Part Claimed]% and [Restriction of Publication of Part 

Claimed]% due to a greater proportion of lower yielding reservation classes in all cabins and the 

prevalence of sale fares during the GFC. 

The parties have continued to innovate and enhance the quality of facilities and services on the 

Kangaroo Route for the benefit of the public. Examples include beds and seating, 

entertainment, in-flight communication and catering. The severe impact of the GFC on demand 
has meant that all carriers which have invested heavily in improved product are offering an 

improved service at a substantial discount. In the last year sale activity has intensified in all 

cabins and the parties have offered the cheapest economy class fares between Sydney and 

London during the life of the JSA. 

The parties expect business demand to recover slowly and the amount of premium capacity 

being added to the market to substantially exceed the likely level of premium demand for the 
foreseeable future. 

Public benefit 

The JSA continues to realise significant cost savings for the parties which are passed on to 

consumers. Other public benefits of the JSA arise from scheduling options, integrated yield 

management systems and maintenance of Qantas' international competitiveness. These public 

benefits arising from the continued authorisation of the JSA should be clear to the Commission. 

Term of  Authorisation 

As this is the fourth time the Commission will consider the JSA, the parties ask the Commission 

to grant an authorisation for a specified but not pre-determined amount of time. Instead the 

parties propose to supplement the Commission's existing power under section 91B of the TPA 

with an enforceable s 878 undertaking which will provide an additional review mechanism which 

the Commission can trigger. 

4. Rationale of the JSA 

The rationale for the JSA reflects the reasons that integrated airline alliances are now a common feature 

of the airline industry. Integrated airline alliances enable participants to: 
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realise some of the benefits of mergers and acquisitions, which are not possible given industry- 

specific reg~lation;~ 

increase their efficiency by reducing operational costs including by improving capacity 

utilisation. This is particularly important given: . the growing imbalance between the parties as end-of-line carriers and the structural 

advantage enjoyed by mid-point carriers, who are all Government-owned or supported. 

This imbalance will continue as it stems from geographical location, and the fact that 

many mid-point carriers do not need to operate profitably as their existence is perceived 

to be in the national interest. Once they exist, the relatively high exit barriers mean they 

continue to operate sometimes with significant overcapacity;%nd 

the growth of low cost carriers which operate from a low w s t  base and do not have 

many of the financial burdens of legacy carriers; . better manage capacity in an industry that is highly susceptible to exogenous shocks in costs 

and demand; and 
f l  

enhance the attractiveness of their services by offering greater convenience, a larger network 

and greater frequency of flights.' 

5. The Parties 

5.1 Qantas 

Qantas is Australia's largest domestic and international airline.' The Qantas Group employs 

approximately 35 000 people and offers services across a network covering 151 destinations in 

38 countries - 58 in Australia and 93 in other countries (including those covered by ccde share 

partners). 

Qantas also operates airline related businesses which include airport support services, catering, 

freight operations, loyalty programs, defence support services and engineering. 

(a) Passenger businesses 

Qantas' main business is the transportation of passengers. It operates flights using the Qantas. 

Jetstar and QantasLink brands: 

Qantas: a full-service airline offering domestic and international services; 

Jetstar: a low fare airline offering domestic services and since 2006 international 

services to predominantly leisure based destinations; and 

Productivity Commission, 'Intemationai Air Services', Report No 2. 1998, 108: 'The major effect of ownwship and mntrol 
restrictions is lo prevent the merger and acquisition of infernathat airlines across national boundaries. Consequently, airlines are 
mnstrained in achieving the effidency benefits of operating a larger and potentially better integrated business". 

@ See for example. Rigas Doganis, The Airline Business T' Edibn. 2006. Routledge 

' Produdivlty Commission. 'International Air Sewices'. Reporl No 2. 1998, 108 

For a full overview of Qantas see. Qantas. F a d  File', March 2009, h~p: i lwww.qantas .com.a~~n lod&ai l /about /  as at 
March 2W9. 
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QantasLink: a full-service regional airline that supports Qantas' domestic Australian 

network by developing 'feeder' markets that connect regional business and leisure 

markets with the major cities. 

Qantas also has investments in Jetstar Asia, a Singapore-based airline of which Qantas owns 

49% Jetstar Pacific, a Vietnam-based airline of which Qantas owns 27% and Air Pacific, a Fiji 

based airline of which Qantas owns 46%. 

(b) Non-flying businesses 

In addition to its passenger and passenger support businesses (such as airports, 

engineering and catering) Qantas operates a number of non-flying businesses. These 

include: 

Qantas Freight Enterprises: a wholly owned subsidiary of Qantas, markets 

the freight capacity of all international Qantas and Jetstar aircraft and operates 

handling facilities in Sydney. Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Los Angeles for 

the Qantas Group and other airlines; 

Loyalty: which has more than five million members. Members earn points 

every day on more than 5,500 flights operated by Qantas Group airlines, other 

carriers and more than 100 non-air partners; and 

Jetset Travelworld Group: a merger of Qantas Business Travel. Qantas 

Holidays and Jetset Travelworld Limited. Qantas owns 58% of this listed entity. 

(c) Financial performance 

For the financial year ended 30 June 2009, Qantas reported: 

revenue of A$14.6 billion; 

. a profit before tax of A$181 million; and 

. group earnings per share of 5.6 cents.' 

On 19 August 2009 when the 2009 profit was announced, Qantas made the following qualified 

outlook statement: 

"There are signs of an improvement in passenger volumes. In addition, yields have stabilised at 
the levels experienced in the s e m d  half of the 2009 financial year. High levels of volatility in the 
economic outlook, industry capacity, passenger demand, fuel prices and exchange rates 
continue. Given the high level of uncertainty it is not possible to provide any profit guidance." 

(d) Routes 

Domestically, Qantas (including QantasLink and Jetstar) operates over 5,300 flights each week. 

These flights serve 58 city and regional destinations in all states and mainland territories. 

Internationally, Qantas (including Jetstar) operates more than 860 flights each week, of which 

approximately 600 are Qantas flights and 260 are Jetstar flights. Including the services 

operated by codeshare partner airlines, these flights serve 151 Australian domestic and 

international destinations in 38 countries. 

The table in Appendix A sets out the international destinations to which Qantas operates. 

' Qantas, 2009 Annual Report. page 57. 
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5.2 British Airways 

BA is the UK's largest airline. It was listed on the UK stock exchange in February 1987. 

(a) The British Airways Group 

BA operates domestic and international passenger and freight services from its principal bases 
at Heathrow and Gatwick airports, and other points in the UK. 

BA operates a domestic and international fleet of 245 aircraft linking 148 destinations in 75 
countries. In the 200812009 financial year, BA carried more than 33 million passengersi0 and 

employed more than 42,000 people worldwide." 

(b) Financial performance 

For the financial year ended 31 March 2009. BA reported: 

. revenue of £8.9 billion; l2 . a loss before tax of £401 million; and 

. group loss per share of £0.33.'~ 

(c) Routes 

The table in Appendix A sets out the destinations to which BA operates from London. 

5.3 The oneworld alliance 

The oneworld alliance is a marketing alliance of airlines whose members in addition to Qantas 
and BA are: American Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Finnair, Iberia, Japan Airlines, LAN, Malev 
Hungarian Airlines, Royal Jordanian and ~ e x i c a n a ' ~ .  It has 20 affiliates. 

Two key aspects of the marketing alliance are the facilitation of seamless travel across a global 
route of networks and frequent flyer programs: 

. the network covers more than 727 destinations in more than 142 countries and offers 

interline e-ticketing across all member carriers allowing passengers to travel across the 
combined oneworld network with a single ticket and facilitates the sale of a range of 
multi-leg tickets;'= and 

passengers of a member airline can eam and redeem frequent flyer points with all 
member airlines on eligible fares across the oneworld network. 

'' British Airways, Annual Report 2008/2009. 2009. 

" Briiish Airways. AnnualReport 2008/2009.2009. 

( 2  For the three months ended June 30. BA reported an operating loss of f94 million and a decrease in revenue by 12.2%. Interim 
Managament Statement. Pwiod April I, 2009 -June 30.2W9 (Unaudited). 

'I British Airways, Annual Report 2008/2009,2009. 

I, Mexicana is a member elect and is expected to join oneworld as a member from 10 November 2009. 
3s Oneworld. 'oneworld At a Glance Statistics", htt~:llwww.oneworld.wm/, as at 26 May 2009 
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6. The Kangaroo Route - AustralialEurope 

The JSA provides for Qantas and BA (and their related bodies corporate) to co-operate on any routes 
worldwide. Notwithstanding this flexibility, the only route where the parties currently overlap is the 

Kangaroo Route. The Kangaroo Route is serviced by two types of carriers: end-point carriers and mid- 

point carriers. 

6.1 End-point carriers 

End-point carriers are designated carriers of either Australia or the United KingdomlEurope 

Currently the only end-point carriers servicing the Kangaroo Route are Qantas, BA, Air New 
~ealand" and Virgin Atlantic Airways (Virgin Atlantic). This follows the gradual withdrawal of 
other European carriers operating on the Kangaroo Route such as Lufthansa, Air France, KLM, 
Aeroflot, Olympic Airways and Alitalia, due to the inherent difficulties of servicing this route as 

an endpoint carrier. Austrian Airlines was the last European carrier to cease operating on the 
Kangaroo Route in 2007. 

Australia is a very small aviation market. It operates at a considerable distance from larger 

markets and is does not operate as a hub to any other major destination. Together, the 
Australian domestic and international markets represent 3% of the global passenger market.'' 

6.2 Mid-point carriers 

Mid-point carriers on the Kangaroo Route are not designated carriers of Australia or the UK but 
offer services under sixth freedom rights from centrally located hubs. They include Singapore 
Airlines (Singapore), Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong), Emirates (Dubai), Thai Airways (Bangkok), 
Malaysia Airlines (Kuala Lumpur), Japan Airways (Tokyo), Etihad Airways (Abu Dhabi) Qatar 
Airways (Doha). United Airlines (Los Angeles) and Delta Airlines (Los Angeles). 

These mid-point carriers enjoy cost advantages and significant network benefits by reason of 
their location. This is particularly evident on routes between Australia and ~urope"  where all 
flights stop to refuel, change crew and service the aircraft. Mid-point carriers have flexibility to 
adjust capacity for their onward journey, can consolidate traffic from the spokes of their hub and 
leverage distribution strength in their hub to fill seats for that onward journey. As they are closer 
than Qantas to most destinations, they effectively serve most markets on a one stop basis 
which supports higher frequencies. 

This structural disadvantage of Qantas as an end-point carrier will increase as mid-point carriers 
increase their scale and scope. Some of those competitors have announced aggressive plans 
to increase capacity. For example: 

. Emirates has 244 aircraft on order, valued at US$60 billion and is the world's largest 
A380 and A350 customer. with 58 and 120 respectively on order. It has also 
announced plans to launch a low cost carrier subsidiary, operating to destinations such 
as the Middle East. Southern and Central Asia. Northeast Africa and Southern Europe. 

Ie Air New Zealand operates on the Kangaroo Route via New Zealand and Los Angeles and from New Zealand via Hong Kong. 

" International Air Transport Association. 'Wwld Air Transport Statistics 53"'Edtionm, 2008. 
18 Routes between Australia and Eumpe represent 11% of Qantas' international flights and 27% of its ASKS. 
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Emirates' existing structural advantages (large hub, low cost labour and government 

backing) will be shared by its LCC subsidiary. 

. Etihad currently has a fleet of 38 aircraft, with plans to increase its fleet to 49 aircraft by 

2010 (and to 60 aircraft by 2015). It will increase its routes from 30 to 70 by 2010. 
Etihad's purchase commitments for aircraft are valued at US$12 billion for 70 aircraft''. 

Etihad also benefits from government backing, low airport charges and low labour costs. . Qatar Airways currently operates a fleet of around 62 aircraft, which has more than 

doubled since 2002. It is estimated that Qatar Airways could increase its fleet size to 

150 aircraft by 201 5". Qatar Airways is 50% owned by the Qatar Government (and 

42.5% owned by members of the Qatar ruling family) and financially supported by the 

Qatar government. 

Further details about the amount of premium capacity which competitors such as Emirates, 

Etihad and Qatar are expected to add by 2012 is set out in section 7.2 and Appendix C. 

In addition, all mid-point carriers have the structural advantage of either being majority owned or 

materially supported by their governments. 

6.3 Low Cost Carriers (LCC) 

The LCC model has burgeoned over the last five years. Examples of LCCs are Jetstar, AirAsia. 

Ryanair, Tiger Airways and easyJet. LCCs which maintain their cost advantage will thrive, 

particularly on short-haul routes, and increasingly on some leisure-based long-haul routes as 

more of these routes become viable to serve on a point-to-point basis. Air Asia X is the first long 

haul LCC to operate between Australia and Europe. 

7. Competitors on the Kangaroo Route 

The Kangaroo Route has become more competitive in the past six years and new capacity will come on 

line in the next 12 to 36 months. 

Qantas' closest competitors on the Kangaroo Route are Cathay Pacific, Emirates, Etihad. Malaysia 

Airlines, Singapore Airlines. Thai Airways and Virgin Atlantic. - Competitors on the Kangaroo Route include long-standing and well established carriers and new 

entrants such as the government owned or supported Middle Eastern airlines. Each is committed to: 

serving Australian markets and building its Australian profile as evidenced by extensive 

marketing, sponsorship and investment in Australia; and . product and service innovation as evidenced by recent or proposed aircraft purchases, product 

upgrades and service and marketing initiatives. 

7.1 Ownership and presence o n  relevant routes 

Set out below is a summary of the ownership and presence of the larger carriers on the JSA 
routes: 

2s Morgan Stanley. Aerospace and DefencelAirlines - Arabian Flights: Evaluation Growth in the Gulf, 22 March 2007. p 16 

20 Morgan Slanley. Aerospace and DefencelAirlines - Arabian Flights: Evaluation Growth in the Gulf, 22 March 2007, p 16 
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. Emirates is owned by the government of ~ubai." and commenced services to 

Australia in 1996.'' The Australian market has exceeded Emirates' e~~ectat ions. '~ In 
February 2008 Emirates enhanced its Australian services with the addition of further 
non-stop services to and from Dubai, and the introduction of the A380 to the Sydney 

route." 

. Singapore Airlines is majority government owned," and operates flights to and from 

five Australian cities. It increased its capacity on these services in June 2 0 0 8 . ~ ~  
Singapore Airlines promotes itself as the second largest airline operating in ~ustralia.'' 

It also has a strong domestic presence through the operation of its subsidiary, Tger 
~ i r w a ~ s . ~ ~  

. Cathay Pacific is majority owned by the Swire Pacific Group conglomerate together 

with investments held by the Chinese government.29 It currently operates flights to and 
from six Australian cities. Flight frequencies increased in October 2008 on routes from 
Sydney, Brisbane and perth." . Virgin Atlantic is 51% owned by Richard Branson and 49% owned by Singapore 
Airlines (which itself is majority owned by the Singapore go~emment).~' It commenced 

Sydney-London and Sydney-Hong Kong services in 2 0 0 4 . ~  The airline has enhanced 
its position in the Australian and London markets through code shares with Singapore 
Airlines. In the Australian domestic market, w d e  share arrangements with Virgin Blue 

2, Emirates. 'The Emirates Story', http:l/www.emlrates.mm/aulengiishlabouVtheemiratessto.aspx as at 2 November 2008 

Flightcentre, 'Australians experience Emirates', htt~:llwww3.fliahtcentre.com.aullliaMs/airlineemirates.i~~ as at 2 November 
2008 

li Steve Creedy. 'Emirates boosts its flights Down Under', The Australian, 21 November 2007, 39. 

24 Steve Creedy. 'Emirates to push on Mth Aussie routes'. The Australian, 7 Nwember 2008, 34. 

25 Singapore Airlines, 'Letter to The Secretary. Foreign Affairs Standing SubCommittee. Joint Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs. Defence and Trade', 22 August 2008. 2,)~tto: l lw.aoh.a p a s a t 7  
November 2008; SWF Institute, 'Temasek Holdings (Private) Limited'. ~ t m : I l w w w . s ~ n s t i t u t e . o r ~ m a s e k . ~ h a s  at 6 
November 2008. 

f- ?d 
'Singapore Airlines to Expand Capacity to Sydney: ASIA Travel Tips, 11 January 2008, 

httD://w.aSiatraveItiDs5COmlDrint08.Mil11-SinaaDoreAirline~.~html as at 6 November 2008 

27 Singapore Airlines. 'Letter to The Seuetary, Foreign Affairs Standing SubComminee. Joint Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs. Defence and Trade', 22 August 2008, 1, h h ~ : i l w w w . a ~ h . a o v . a u I h o u s e l c o m m i ~ e e ~ f a d s u b 2 1  .odf as at 7 
November 2008. 

"Tiger Altwaysfounding shareholders are Singapore Airlines (49%); indigo Partners LLC, the investment firm founded by Bill 
Franke (24%); lrelandia Investments Limited, the private investment a m  ofthe Ryan family (16%): and Temasek Holdings Pte Ltd 
(11%): see Tiger Airways. 'Company Overview', ~: / lwww. t iaera i rwavs .comlau len labout .  

'' Oneworld. 'About Cathay Pacific,, h~~://w.oneworldcom/ow/member-aidineslthav-~acifi as at 5 November 2008. 

Y) Cathay Pacific. 'Cathay Pacific announcesfurther capacity Qanlas employment spur Qantas by high fuel prices', Press 
Release. I I August 2008. 

31 Virgin Atlantic, 'Student Information Pack', htt~:l /www.vimin-atiantic.co~enlav/al labouslotowlfo~tudesis~ as at 10 
November 2008; Virgin Atlantic, Press Informatmn Kit. 2-3. htto:Ilwwwvimin- 
rtlanticcom~ridion1ima~esl~ressinfomationkito~t0ber2008 tcm6425864.~df as at 13 November 2008. 

32 Virgin Atlantic. Press Information Kil. 3, h t t ~ : l l w . v i m i n - a t l a n t i c . c o m i t r i d i o n ~ a t i o n k i t o c t o b e O O 8  tcm6 
425864.061 as at 13 November 2008. 
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enable Virgin Atlantic's passengers connect with certain Virgin Blue flights within 

~ u s t r a l i a . ~ ~  

. Etihad is owned by the government of Abu-Dhabi. It commenced operations in 2003 

and is the fastest growing airline in aviation history.34 Flights lo Australia began in 

March 2007 and have expanded considerably since then. Etihad and Qantas have 

entered into a codeshare arrangement where Qantas codeshares on Etihad operated 

services between each of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Abu Dhabi in addition to a 

number of behind points from Abu Dhabi. 

Thai Airways is majority owned by the government of Thailand and commenced 

services to Australia in 1 9 7 1 . ~ ~  In December 2008 Thai increased flight frequencies on 

routes between Perth and Bangkok. It is increasing its position on the Kangaroo Route 

through recent online promotions of its services between Australia and Europe. 

These airlines' promotion of their profiles in Australia is evidenced by substantial marketing and 

sponsorship arrangements which provide large-scale exposure. For example. Etihad signed a 

five-year arrangement under which Melbourne's Telstra Dome was re-named Etihad Stadium 

and Emirates continues to sponsor a range of high-profile Australian sports including the 

Melbourne Cup, Cricket Australia, the Collingwood football club, and the Australian PGA golf 

In addition, Qatar (substantially owned by the Qatar Government and ruling family) has 

announced that it will commence operating services to both Sydney and Melbourne in late 
2009. The Melbourne service is due to commence on 6 December 2009 with 3 flights per week 

initially building to daily in early 2010. 

7.2 Routes and capacity 

In the last 5 years in relation to the Kangaroo Route: 

. the capacity (indicated by frequency of flights and number of seats on those flights) of 

BA and Qantas has decreased, while 

the capacity of all other close competitor airlines has increased. For example, in the 

first quarter of 2009. Emirates increased services to Melbourne (from double daily to 
triple daily) and Brisbane (daily to double daily). Additionally, one of Emirates' double 

daily Sydney services was up-gauged from an Airbus A340 (258 seats) to an A380 (489 

seats). Effective December 2009, Emirates will increase capacity into Sydney from 

double daily to triple daily. Etihad and Virgin Atlantic were not flying to Australia in 2003 

and now have 21 and 7 flights respectively per week. It is likely that Etihad will increase 

capacity further in March 2010 in line with an expansion of their traffic rights. 

33 Virgin Atlantic. 'International Flights to Codeshare Destinations', htt~:/ /w.virain- 
atlantic.com/enlauiwhereinthewo~Idi~odeshare~anersiindexis~ as at 10 November 2008; Virgin Atlantic, Press lnfwmalion Kil, 
17, htt~:iiw.vimin-atiantic.~omltndion/imaaesl~ressinformationkittobeOO8 tcm6-425864,~df as at 13 November 2008. 

htt~:liwwwetihadainvavs.co~silesletihad/aloballen/aboutetihadletihadstowl~aaes/etihadhistoas~x (14/11/08) 
SI Thai Airways v. 'Public Information Centre - First FligMs. International Destinations'. 
htt~:/Iw.thaiair.comlAbout ThaiiPublic Inforrnationllnfomlationifirstfliahts interhtm as at 11 November 2008. 
s Emirates. 'Sponsorships', htt~://w.erniates.comicaiEn~iishlaboWsuonsorshi~sls~onsorshi~s.as~x as at 3 November 2008. 
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The tables in Appendix C show the increase in premium capacity being introduced to the 

Kangaroo Route. In summary: . Emirates is expected to increase the number of Business Class seats it operates per 

week from 2,811 seats in Northern Summer 2009 (NS09) to 4,298 seats in Northern 
Summer 2010 ( ~ ~ 1 2 ) ; ~ '  

. Etihad is expected to increase the number of Business Class seats it operates per 

week from 597 in NS09 to 784 seats in NS12: 

Qatar will commence services in NW09 and grow to over 1,176 Business Class seats 

per week by NS12. 

7.3 Investment i n  aircraft 

A number of the parties' competitors have made substantial investments in new aircraft to 

update their existing fleets. Examples include: 

Emirates was reported to be the largest customer for A380 with 58 aircraft, worth $18.8 
billion.38 Emirates commenced flying the A380 to Sydney in February 2 0 0 9 . ~ ~  

Etihad has placed 'one of the largest aircraft orders in commercial aviation history.' The 
contract, worth approximately US $43 billion, is for up to 205 Boeing and Airbus aircraft. 
The aircraft are scheduled to be delivered beween 201 1 and 2020, and their delivery 
will increase Etihad's fleet to 150 aircraft in total.40 

. Singapore Airlines was the first airline to operate the A380 between Singapore and 
It has six A380s with 13 firm orders and an option for a further The 

airline also announced that it had reaffirmed its position as 'the world's largest operator 
of the Boeing 777 family' with the recent delivery of five Boeing 777-300ER, bringing its 
total to 72 Boeing 7 7 7 ~ ~ ~  

7.4 Impact o f  the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 

The GFC has created a volatile and challenging time for the world's aviation industry. Most of 

the airlines operating on the Kangaroo Route are reporting profit downgrades and have sought 
to address the situation by aggressive pricing initiatives, aircraft fleet deferrals or cancellations 
and schedule reductions. 

37 NSryear] refers to the Northern Summer and NW[yearj refen to the Northern Winter of that year. 

YI Emirates, 'Emirates to receive its first A380 on 28* July horn Hamburg', Press Release. 5 June 2008. 1. 

3eEmirates. 'Emirates A380 En Route to Sydney' and Auckland, Press Release. 1 February 2009. 
hUp://www.theemiratesgmup.~)m~engtisW~w-eventdne~-releas~hewdetails.asp~?article=~7OO7 

10 Etihad Airways, 'Etihad p l a w  order for up to 205 aircraft: Press Release, 14 July 2008 

4, Singapore Airlines. 'SIA History', 
htt~://www.sima~oreair.com/saa/en UWcontenVcomwnv infolsiastorvlhisto~.is~%=739660264& as at 3 November 2008: 
Singapore Airlines. Annual Repofi 200708. 2008. 8. 

'' Singapore Airlines. Annual ReporlM0708. 2008. 17 

" Singapore Airlines. Annual Report 2007-08, 2008. 17. 
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In May 2009 Emirates reported a 72% drop in profit from the previous year." Cathay Pacific 

reported a 27.1% drop in turnover for the 2008109 financial year and continues to work with 

aircraft manufacturers with a view to deferring some of the deliveries of aircraft on firm order 

and has deferred other capital expenditure.45 In late June 2009 Qantas announced it was 

deferring the delivery of 15 8787% aircraft by four years and cancel orders for 15 B787-9s 

scheduled for delivery in 201412015.~~ Singapore Airlines has also delayed the delivery of eight 

A380 aircraft for six months.47 

BA has announced that it will ground 22 aircraft during winter 2010 and that the delivery 

schedule for its first six A380 aircraft has been extended by an average of five months and the 

second six A380 aircraft delayed by an average of two years.@ 

As stated previously, there are always significant uncertainties associated with predicting the 

future in airline markets. Nonetheless, the deferrals of aircraft delivery outlined above suggest 
that when passenger demand does start to recover carriers such as Singapore Airlines and 

Cathay Pacific will be well placed to grow capacity. This is in addition to those airlines that 

appear to defy market forces and continue to maintain a growth strategy, such as Emirates and 

Etihad (see section 7.2 and Appendix C). 

8. New Treatment of Joint Ventures 

Since the time of the last authorisation application, Parliament has changed the treatment of joint 

venture conduct under the TPA. These changes were the result of numerous academic and legislative 

considerations over the last 20 years, resulting in a broad approach to dealing with joint ventures. 

As a result of this new legislative t realent ,  the Commission can no longer assume a high level of 

detriment automatically flows from joint venture conduct that had, under the old law, been "deemed" 

anticompetitive. 

8.1 Legislative Background 

Section 45 of the TPAdefines a joint venture: 

"In this Act: 

(a) a reference to a joint venture is a reference to an activity in trade or commerce - 

(i) carried on jointly by two or more persons, whether or not in partnership; or 

(ii) carried on by a body corporate formed by two or more persons for the purpose 
of enabling those persons to carry on that activity jointly by means of their joint 
control, or by means of their ownership of shares in the capital, of that body 
corporate; and 

http://www.joc.wmlnodeI411468 

U Cathay APcific, 'Cathay Pacific Announces 2009 Interim Results', Press Release, 5 August 2009 

43 Qantas. 'Qantas announces changes to B 787 orders Press Release. 26 June 2009 
h~p:llwww.qantas.wm.auiregionsldynlaulpublicaffai~/details?ArticielD=2OO9/junO9/3936 

47 Singapore Airlines. 'Singapore Airlines and Airbus Agree Revised A380 Delively Schedule' Press Release. 3 September 2009. 
h~p:l/www.singaporeair.wmlmediacentre/pawnte~m~E-4509.jsp 

I S  BA lntelim Management Report for the Period April 1,2009 -June 30.2009 (Unaudited), press release: 
h~~://w.bashares.com/phoenix.zhtml?c~499Rp=iml-mwsArticle~PrintRlD=i 3147528highligM= 
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(b) a reference to a contract or arrangement made or understanding arrived at, or to a 
proposed contract or arrangement to be made or proposed understanding to be arrived 
at, for the purposes of a joint venture shall, in relation to a joint venture by way of an 
activity carried on by a body corporate as mentioned in subparagraph (a)(ii), be read as 
Including a reference to the memorandum and articles of association, rules or other 
document that constitute or constitutes, or are or is to constitute that body corporate." 

The Trade Practices Act Review Committee: Report to the Minister for Business and Consumer 

Affairs, August 1976) (Swanson Committee) recommended that joint ventures be exempt from 

the strict prohibition on price fixing and be subject only to a "substantial lessening of 

competition" test. 

The Swanson Committee expressed the view (at page 26 of its Report) that it: 

'...would not wish to frustrate the formation of joint ventures which provide the ability to embark 
on a project of development which may be desirable in the public interest and which would not 
otherwise be undertaken." 

The TPA was therefore amended in 1977 to introduce a new section 4J and 45A(2). 

Section 45A(2) was criticised by commentators as being too restrictive in its application, 

because it effectively only benefited certain types of joint ventures in the mining and 

manufacturing sectors. 

8.2 Dawson Review 

In 2003, the Committee of Inquiry led by Sir Daryl Dawson (Review of the Competition 

Provisions of the Trade Practices Act) (Dawson Review) reviewed the application of the TPA to 

joint ventures. 

It considered the meaning of a "joint venture" (page 133): 

"A joint venture is an association of persons formed for the purpose of pursuing a particular 
business objective together. It involves a level of integration between the participants which is 
less than would amount to a merger. The term 'joint venture' does not have a settled common law 
meaning in Australia, reflecting the fact that joint ventures can take various forms. A joint venture 
may be undertaken through a partnership or some other form of unincorporated association or 
through an incorporated body. A joint venture is usually undertaken to pursue a single project and 
is often intended to last for a limited period. The relationship between participants in a joint 
venture is usually governed by a joint venture agreement." 

The Dawson Review noted that the definition of joint venture in section 45 was wide and that 

joint ventures may be procompetitive, particularly when they are employed as a means of 

developing new products or sewices or producing existing products or services more efficiently. 

Despite the existence of section 45A(2), the per se prohibitions in the TPA were so broad that 

co-operative arrangements that may not have a detrimental effect on competition could still 

contravene the TPA. 

The Dawson Review stated (page 136): 

"There are ... some concerns that the exemption [in section 45A(2)] does not provide for existing 
practices in mining and manufacturing joint ventures. In particular, some submissions suggest 
that the exemption does not extend to the joint marketing of output produced by a separately 
constituted mineral exploration, development and production joint venture. 
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In addition, in some submissions it is argued that the existing joint venture exemption is too 
restrictive, and is framed too narrowly, to benefit the 'looser' collaborative arrangements that are 
now more common in areas of recent innovative growlh. This is said to be particularly important in 
'network joint ventures' in the areas of both financial services and communications." 

The Dawson Review recommended the repeal of section 45A(2) on the basis of it being too 

restrictive. The Commonwealth Government, in its Response to the Review of the Competition 

Provisions of the Trade Practices Act, accepted this recommendation and stated that: 

"To ensure that legitimate joint ventures are not impeded by the Act, the Government proposes a 
competition defence ..." 

8.3 Joint Venture Defences 

Section 45A(2) was repealed by the Trade Practices Legislation Amendment Bill (No 1) 2006 

with effect from 1 January 2007. It was replaced by two new joint venture "defences" to price 

fixing (in a new section 76D) and exclusionary provisions (in a new section 76C). 

The Explanatory Memorandum to the Trade Practices Legislation Amendment Bill (No 1) 2006 

states that the defences were to benefit "genuine joint venture activity." The Explanatoly 

Memorandum also stated: 

'Section 4J defines a joint venture to be 'an activity in trade or commerce . . .  carried on jointly by 
two or more persons' or 'an activity in trade or commer ce....carried on by a body corporate 
formed by two or more persons for the purpose of enabling those persons to cany on that activity 
jointly.' Satisfying this requirement will ordinarily require the parties to provide evidence that the 
activity in question is separable from the activities they are individually engaged in and evidence 
of each other party's contribution to that activity, for example, the capital or skill. 

If the only activity being carried on jointly by the parties is the activity of making, or giving effect to, 
a contract, arrangement or understanding containing an exclusionaly provision or other illegal 
provision, then the provision in question cannot be for the purposes of a joint venture. 

Joint ventures that may satisfy the requirements of section 4J include joint ventures directed to 
research and development, the production of goods. lhe s u ~ ~ l v  of service5 and marketing. The 
section 4J definition of joint ventures will also encompass other arrangements, for example, the 
enforcement by clubs of the rules of a professional sporting competition." 

Section 76C(1) of the TPA now provides a defence as follows: 

"In proceedings against a person in relation to a contravention of subparagraph 45(2)(a)(i) or (b)(i) 
in relation to an exclusionary provision, it is a defence if the person establishes that the provision: 

(a) is for the purposes of a joint venture; and 

(b) does not have the purpose, and does not have and is not likely to have the effect, of 
substantially lessening competition." 

Section 76D replicated the defence in section 76C but applied to price fixing arrangements. 

Section 76D was repealed (along with section 45A) by the most recent amendments to the TPA 

in 2009, whereas section 76C and sections 45(2) and 4D on exclusionaly provisions were 

retained. 

8.4 2009 Amendments 

The Trade Practices Amendment (Cartel Conduct and Other Measures) Act 2009 (Amendment 

Act) inserted a new Division into Part IV of the TPA. This came into effect on 24 July 2009. 
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In summary: 

the new Division sets out parallel offences and civil penalty provisions relating to cartel 

conduct; 

. a corporation must not make, or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or 

understanding that contains a cartel provision; 

. a cartel provision is a provision relating to: 

. price fixing; or 

. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or 

allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or 

. bid rigging; 

by parties that are, or would otherwise be, in competition with each other, 

The cartel provisions are set out in full in section 44ZZRD of the TPA. Sections 44ZZRF and 

44ZZRG respectively make it an offence to make or give effect to a cartel provision. 

8.5 Joint Venture Exceptions 

Section 44ZZRO provides that the offences in sections 44ZZRF and 44ZZRG do not apply to 

cartel provisions made or given effect to for the purposes of a joint venture. 

Section 44ZZR0(1) provides that: 

Sections 44ZZRF and 44ZZRG do not apply in relation to a contract containing a cartel provision 
if: 

(a) the cartel provision is for the purposes of a joint venture; and 

(b) the joint venture is for the production andlor supply of goods or services: and 

(c) in a case where subparagraph 4J(aXi) applies to the joint venture -the joint venture is 
carried on jointly by the parties to the contract; and 

(d) in a case where subparagraph 4J(a)(ii) applies to the joint venture -the joint venture is 
carried on by a body corporate formed by the parties to the contract for the purpose of 
enabling those parties to carry on the activity mentioned in paragraph (b) jointly by 
means of: 

(0 their joint control; or 

(ii) their ownership of shares in the capital; 

of that body corporate. 

Note 1: A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in subsection (1) (see 
subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code). 

Note 2: For example, if a joint venture formed for the purpose of research and development 
provides the results of its research an development to participants in the joint venture, it may be a 
joint venture for the supply of services. 

Section 44ZZRO(IA) and (16) provide substantially similar exceptions to section 44ZZRF and 
section 44ZZRG respectively, where the joint venture is not a contract but where the parties to 

the relevant arrangement or understanding intended it to be a contract and reasonably believed 

that it was a contract. 
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Section 44ZZRP provides equivalent exceptions to sections 44ZZR and 44ZRK (civil penalty 

proceedings for cartel provisions). 

8.6 Broad Meaning of 'Joint Venture' 

In explaining the introduction of section 44ZZR0, the Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum 

to the Amendment Bill adopted similar wording to the Dawson Review in describing joint 

ventures. 

It stated (at page 5) that: 

"A joint venture is an association of persons formed for the purpose of pursuing a particular 
business objective together, and may be undertaken through a partnership or some other form of 
unincorporated association or through an incorporated body. It involves a level of integration 
between the participants which is less than would amount to a merger. 'Joint venture' does not 
have a settled common law meaning in Australia, reflecting the fact that joint ventures can take 
various forms. Current section 4J of the [TPA] provides a broad definition of joint venture. 

Joint ventures have an important role to play in Australia's economy, and can be procompetitive. 
particularly when they are employed as a means of developing new products or services or 
producing existing products or services more efficiently. However, a joint venture may have anti- 
competitive aspects, as it may affect competition between the joint venture and one or more of its 
participants, or between the participants themselves. 

The [Amendment Act] seeks to strike a balance between deterring and prohibiting harmful cartel 
behaviour, while providing sufficient flexibility to allow firms to enter into potentially beneficial 
strategic alliances, including through joint ventures." 

8.7 The JSA is a Joint Venture 

The JSA is and has always been a joint venture as defined in section 45. In this case the joint 

venture activity involves the transportation of passengers and cargo by air by the Parties: 

1. between Australia and Europe via any mid-point; and 

2. between each of Australia and Europe and any mid-point 

Both BA and Qantas contribute aircraft, crew and air traffic rights to the joint venture activity. 

However, compliance with the Aviation regulatory environment means that each of Qantas and 

BA must operate their own designated air services on the route to use, in the case of Qantas, 

Australian air traffic rights, and in the case of BA, British and increasingly European air traffic 

rights. This explains why the aircraft operated on the route must remain owned and operated by 

the parties individually. 

Whilst both of Qantas and BA operate their own aircraft on the route, the JSA results in the 

Parties being "metal neutral" that is mean that both BA and Qantas have an incentive to sell 

tickets on both airlines' JSA services. 

All commercial decisions undelpinning the business activities of the JSA services are also made 

jointly. The parties agree: . the amount of capacity to deploy on the JSA routes, involving joint decisions on the 

frequency and aircraft size to be operated on each city pair; 

the timing of the services to optimise the ability to transfer passengers from other JSA 

services at the mid-point; and 
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. the fares and pricing levels on the JSA route, including joint inventory management 

teams and complementary pricing policies in relevant points of sale countries. 

8.8 Benefits o f  authorisation 

At the time of the last authorisation application the TPA only contained a limited exemption for 

price fixing conduct by a joint venture. No exemption or defence existed at that time for 

exclusionary provisions for the purpose of a joint venture. This meant that the parties could only 

operate the JSA under authorisation. 

Since, the TPA has been amended to: . provide a defence against price fixing and exclusionary conduct for joint venture 

conduct (in the form of section 76C and 76D (since repealed)); and 

introduce an exception against the new cartel offences for conduct by a joint venture. 

As the JSA does not lead to any substantial lessening of competition, this means that it was 

open to the parties to rely upon the defence and new exception and not seek reauthorisation. 

Given the fact that the JSA has been in operation for over 14 years and has had the benefit of 

authorisations during that time, the parties see the following commercial benefits with continuing 

to operate under authorisation: . protection against legal costs and liability for any damages claims brought by third 

parties; and 

greater certainty for the parties given the introduction of potential criminal penalties in 

Australia. 

The fact that the parties have sought authorisation does not mean the Commission should 

disregard the legislative changes for the treatment of joint ventures such as the JSA. Rather, 
the Commission must take these changes into account when applying the test for authorisation. 

9. Test for authorisation 

9.1 Public benefits and detriments 
F 

As the JSA does not lead to any substantial lessening of competition, the parties do not 

consider that they are strictly required to obtain authorisation. However, the parties seek 

authorisation for commercial certainty as described above. The test for authorising 

arrangements that are likely to lead to a substantial lessening of competition is whether the 

arrangement would result in a benefit to  the public which would outweigh the detriment t o  

the public constituted by any lessening of competition as a result of the arrangement: s90(6). 

Sections 90(5A) and (58)  contain a similar test for authorising a provision of a contract that may 

be a cartel provision. 

The test for authorising arrangements containing exclusionary provisions and third line forcing 

conduct requires the Commission be satisfied that the proposed provision would be likely to 

result in such a benefit to  the public that it ought to be allowed: s90(8). These tests also 
apply when an application is made for revocation and substitution of existing auth~r isat ions.~~ 

"See section 91C(7) of the TPA. 
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The Tribunal has found that these tests are not identical. The test under s90(6) is limited to a 

consideration of those detriments arising from a lessening of competition whereas s90(8) is not 

so limited. However, the Tribunal has also said in relation to s90(8) that it can also take into 

account the extent of the benefits in determining other  detriment^.^' 
The difference between the two tests was discussed by the Tribunal in Re Jools [2006] 

ACompT 5, which was applied by the Commission in its final determination of the Air New 

ZealandIAir Canada authorisation applications (C200811277). The Tribunal considered the 

difference in language may be explained by the fact that conduct under s90(8)(a)(i) was 

presumed to have an anti-competitive effect. This presumed anti-competitive effect led the 

Tribunal to express the view that more than a negligible public benefit is required before the 

power to grant authorisation for per se breaches exists. The Tribunal described a 'negligible' 

benefit as one which 'can barely be measured' and 'would not result in any efficiencies'. It was 

therefore a low threshold. 

This decision suggests, provided some measure of efficiency results from the conduct, the 

power to grant authorisation exists. As a practical matter, once this low threshold has been 

met, the Commission weighs the public benefits with any actual detriments to determine if the 

provision or conduct is likely to result in such a benefit to the public that it ought to be allowed. 

9.2 No Assumed Detriment for Joint Ventures 

The fact that the parties have sought authorisation does not mean the Commission should 

disregard the legislative changes for the treatment of joint ventures such as the JSA. 

Rather, the Commission must take these changes into account when undertaking its net benefit 
analysis pursuant to sections 90(5A). 90(5B). 90(6) and 90(8) of the TPA. . 
This means the Commission can no longer assume that price fixing and market sharing conduct 

by a joint venture is to be regarded as a substantial lessening of competition, at the least, or at 

the worst, the highest form of assumed competitive detriment. 

Instead the Commission must perform a market based review of the likely level of detriment and 

proceed to authorise the conduct if it is satisfied that the level of detriment (in the form of a 

lessening of competition), if any, is outweighed by the public benefits that flow from the 

arrangement. 

9.3 With o r  without test 

In determining whether an arrangement has the effect or likely effect of lessening competition, 

the Commission must employ the 'future with or without test': Stirling Harbour Services Pty Ltd v 

Bunbury Port Authority [2000] FCA 1381. The Full Court's comments in Stirling Harbour as to 

what the comparison involves are instructive (at [66]): 

Conduct has the effect of lessening competition in a market only if it involves a reduction in the 
level of competition which would otherwise have existed in that market but for the conduct in 
question. The mere fact that one can conceive of other less restrictive alternatives by which a 
commercial objective might be achieved is not sufficient of itself to lead to a conclusion that the 

54  Re Australian Association olPathology Practices lnmrpo-ated [2004] ACompT 4: supported in Re VFF Chicken Meat Growers 
Boycott Authofisation 120061 ACompT 2. 7. See also Re Association of Consultiq Engineers, Ausbalia (1981 ) ATPR 40-2-2, 
42,788. 
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conduct has the effect of lessening competition ... The comparison required is between practical 
alternatives likely to be adopted; not between mere lheoretical models (emphasis added). 

This involves an examination of the counterfactual (likely future state of competition without the 

arrangement) with the factual (likely future state of competition with the arrangement). 

10. The factual and counterfactual 

It remains the case that there is considerable uncertainty associated with predicting the future in airline 

markets, a situation exacerbated at present by the GFC. Nonetheless, unlike most authorisation 

applications, in this application, the factual is easier to identify relative to the counterfactual. 

10.1 The factual 

In an application for reauthorisation the factual can be illustrated by the current state of 
competition, subject to likely or imminent developments in the markets concerned. 

In this case, the factual is a future world with the JSA, where Qantas and BA continue their joint 

venture on the Kangaroo Route in the context of a highly dynamic and competitive aviation 

industry and markets in which a range of close competitors continue to grow, invest and 

compete vigorously. 

As the JSA has been in place for 14 years, the Commission in assessing the factual must have 

regard to the parties' conduct over this time, and the concunent maintenance and expansion of 

competitive conduct in the relevant markets. The past benefits resulting from the JSA should 

also be taken into account, since they are indicative of future benefits and will flow from 
reauthorisation of the JSA." 

10.2 The counterfactual 

The counterfactual is more difficult to identify with certainty. Indeed, the current GFC 

exacerbates the usual difficulty in determining the future in airline markets. Though it is very 

challenging to predict the likely future without the JSA with any degree of certainty, the parties 

expect that in the most likely counterfactual, BA would seriously contemplate reducing its 

services to Australia over the medium term. 

BA's Far East and Kangaroo Routes are expensive to operate (crew, aircraft time and fuel) and 

for the short-to-medium term BA is unlikely to be able to offer a double daily service to Sydney 

and/or Singapore, absent the JSA. Cost, over-capacity and reduced premium demand has 

already resulted in BA reducing frequency on Tokyo (NRT) from NWOB season and on Hong 

Kong from NW09 season. 

If BA were to reduce frequency to a single daily flight, it would only consider re-introducing 

additional capacity if demand substantially increased. It could do so by introducing the smaller 

and more cost efficient 8787, or by upgauging the remaining single daily service to an A380. 

However, both scenarios would still result in a reduction of capacity from the current level and 

might not be easily implemented due to high demand for these aircraft elsewhere on the BA 

network. 

'' Re Media CouncilofAustralia (No 2) (1987) ATPR 40-774. 
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If BA were to reduce frequencylcapacity, there is likely to be no material difference in the 

competitive dynamic on JSA routes between the factual and counterfactual scenarios. 

Significant premium capacity will be added by mid-point carriers in both future states and this 

will continue to be a sufficient competitive constraint (see Appendix C). 

If BA does not reduce its services to Australia over the medium term, with the break-up of the 

JSA, Qantas expects that BA's market share ex Australia will still decline as BA will most likely 

increase the proportion of traffic it carries from the UK and Europe due to its comparatively 

stronger sales presence in its home market. As BA only operates a small amount of capacity 

on the Kangaroo Route wmpared to mid-point carriers, the effect on competition of any such 

change is likely to be only minor. 

In the case of Qantas, the parties assume that even without the JSA Qantas would continue to 

use BA's network in Europe due to the oneworld alliance. Provided this is the case, Qantas is 
unlikely to reduce capacity on these routes. 

Therefore, in the most likely counterfactual, BA's capacity would decrease or cease, and 

Qantas' capacity would not change. BA's existing market share would be taken up by market 

participants (including Qantas) in amounts which reflect their capacity shares. 

This counterfactual is consistent with the counterfactual found by the Commission in 2005 which 

involved Qantas and BA: 

. offering the same aggregate capacity as under the JSA." The Commission did not 

accept that both Qantas and BA would reduce capacity on the Australia-Europe route in 

circumstances where their load factors on the route were already high, demand on the 

route was expected to grow by around 25% and other major competitors on the route 

already had high load f a c t o d 3  . forming an alliance which does not involve co-ordination of business activities across 

routings and fares, but does involve some form of alliance over and above that which 

preserves the benefits of directing traftic into Europe via Singapore and [London]) as 

well as wde  sharing on non-overlapping routes; and 

maximising their co-operation on current JSA routes at the route ends through code 

sharing and interlining under the oneworld prorate agreement, while competing on 

overlapping  service^.^ 

As part of its factual and counterfactual assessment, the Commission must also take into 

account that in the current climate overall demand collapsed, in contrast to the Commission's 

previous conclusion that proceeded from a premise of considerable demand growth on the JSA 

routes. 

To offset the collapse in demand, Qantas engaged in aggressive fare cutting and advertising 

including the following promotions: 

12 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Sewices Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 -A3022T. 8 February 2005, [10.138]. 

5, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. Pantas and Brnish Allways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 - A30227, 8 Februaly 2005. [10.95]. [ I 0 1  121. 
5. Australian Competiiion and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Sewices Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 - A3022T. 8 February 2005. [10.137]. 
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the Qantas 2-For-1 Great News Sale (November 2008 and February 2009) covering all 

travel cabins; 

. the 'send your points packing' promotion which allowed members to convert their 

Qantas frequent flyer points to Qantas Holidays vouchers;55 and . the 'Qantas kids fly free' international sale allowing one child to travel free with the 

purchase of an adult economy ticket.56 

These promotions ensured that load remained reasonable - but at considerable cost to yield 
and profitability. 

Qantas has also instituted a capacity reduction program and has cancelled: 

16 one-way London services in NW08; . 92 one-way London services in NS09; and 

. 150 one-way London services in NW09 [Restriction of Publication of Part Claimed] 

(amounting to approximately 15% of planned capacity.) 

BA's capacity reduction program began in NW09 and has amounted to an 8.5% reduction in 
flying on the Kangaroo Route. These are in addition to BA's reduction of frequency from 3 to 2 
daily flights on the Heathrow-Hong Kong route from 2 September 2009 and Qantas' ad-hoc 
cancellations on services such as Perth-Singapore. 

[Restriction of Publication of Part Claimed] 

In addition to the above, Qantas has responded to the drop in premium demand by making 
changes to aircraft configuration. For the period from July to January 2010, some international 
routes have suspended selling First Class and are instead selling those seats as Business 
Class. This allows fewer crew to operate in the First Class cabin zone and reduces 
meallamenity costs. A similar practice has been replicated in other cabinshones to derive cost 
savings where premium cabin demand has decreased. 

[Restriction of Publication of Part Claimed] 

11. Market Definition 
P 

11. Relevance of  market definition 

The starting point in assessing the competitive effects of the JSA is to define the relevant 
market(s). 'Market' is defined in s4E of the TPA as a 'market in Australia' and includes a market 
for goods and services 'that are substitutable for, or o the~l ise  competitive with' the first 
mentioned goods or services. 

Substitution involves switching from one product to another in response to a change in the 

relative price, service or quality of two products. In considering substitution possibilities the 
Commission looks at both the supply-side and demand-side in two key dimensions: the 
product market dimension and the geographic market dimension. It will look at the degree of 

55 'Send your Points Packing'. The Sydney Morning Herald, (Traveller Weekend edition). 25-26 October 2008, 14 

58 Qantas, 'Qantas kids fly free'. http:/ lw.qantas.~~m.adinfo/kids-f lv-free cam=au:kidsflvfreesale, as at 16 February 2009 
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switching by suppliers and acquirers in response to a small but significant non-transitory 

increase in price (SSNIP). 

Market definition is purposive and the starting point is the goods or services the subject of the 

arrangement. Ultimately, the Commission recognises that regardless of how the market is 

defined, the relevant consideration in establishing a substantial lessening of competition is the 

degree of competitive constraint imposed on the parties involved by either existing firms or 

potential new entrants. 

In airline markets, the product and geographical dimensions have been defined in various ways 

by global regulators, depending on a number of factors including: . whether the airlines service domestic markets or international markets; 

whether the airlines operate short-haul or long-haul services; 

whether the airlines service either or both leisure and business travellers: 

. the airports from which the airlines operate; . the nature of competition on particular routes and the identity of competitors; and . whether the services are direct or indirect.57 

The Commission found the following markets when it authorised the JSA in 2005: 

(a) long-haul leisure passenger markets for Australia to region; 

(b) long-haul business passenger markets: 

(i) for SE Asia, point to point markets; and 

(ii) for European destinations, city pairs by the most direct route; 

(c) freight market for Australia to region; 

(d) domestic passenger market; and 

(e) market for sale of air travel in Australia although tending to 

11.2 Passenger product markets: time sensitive and price sensitive 

In 2005 the Commission found on long-haul routes, two distinct product markets from the 

demand-side: 

business passengers, who are less price sensitive but are concerned with comfort, 

flexibility, connectivity, convenience and time. On long-haul routes comfort and 

flexibility were likely to be more key factors than time;59 and 

leisure passengers, who are primarily price driven.60 

57 European Union Commission. Air Fran&LMComp/M.3280, 18 December 2003: European Union Commission, 
Lvfmansa/Swissair CompIM.3770. 20 May 2005. 

58 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
DetenninationA30226-A30227, 8 February 2005. [9.1]-[9.117]. 

"Australian Competnion and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A3022T. 8 February 2005, [9.45]. 
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While the Commission did not base this distinction on the different cabin classes and instead 

relied on purpose of travel data, it nonetheless said that fares in premium cabins and fully 

flexible economy fares best represented business passengers.6' It found a substantial price 

differential belween economy and business tickets so that economy passengers would not see 

a business fare as substitutable in face of a SSNIP.~~ Business passengers were also unlikely 

to travel economy in response to a SSNIP.~~ 

The Commission also found there was no supply-side substitution between business and 

economy as cabin reconfiguration is difficult, costly and unlikely to occur on JSA routes within a 

reasonable period in response to an SSNIP. 

The Commission found that there was no separate inbound and outbound markets for while 

demand-side substitutability was low, supply side substitutability was strong, with airlines able to 

divert outbound planes in line with demand.% 

In the Parties' previous application the Parties disagreed with the Commission's market 

definition; the Parties continue to disagree with this definition, as explained in Section 3.2 above 

and further below. 

(a) Demand-side 

There is a significant degree of substitution between the different fare classes (both at a cabin 

and fare conditions level) as all passengers, regardless of purpose of travel, are price sensitive 

to a degree. This price sensitivity increases in times of economic downturn. However, in the 

light of the Commission's view, and for the purpose of this submission only, the Parties have 

analysed the competitive effects of the JSA in the following markets for the Kangaroo Route: 

markets for time or comfort sensitive travellers; and . markets for price sensitive travellers 

On the demand side, the market is to some extent asymmetric. That is, time and comfort 

sensitive passengers who generally travel in First or Business Class may be prepared to switch 

to travel in premium economy or economy in the event of a SSNIP whereas the reverse may not 

be true for price sensitive or leisure passengers. This is particularly so in the current economic 
conditions as businesses become cost conscious and have changed their travel policies to 

achieve savings in their travel spend. In some cases corporate customers such as ANZ and JP 

Morgan Chase have moved to 'lowest fare' policies that require staff to use the least expensive 
fare available. Other corporate customers such as IBM are requiring all travel be booked in 

Economy Class in a non-flexible ticket category. 

so This wntrasts with the Australian Competition Tribunal's decision on the short-haul trans-Tasman mahet where it found that 
there was a single passenger market: ACompT 9 (12 October 2004) [245]. 

8 ,  Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A30227'. 8 February 2005, 19.801. 

62 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 - A3022T. 8 February 2005. [9.62]. 

63 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A30227'. 8 February 2005. [9.64] 

I 4  Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and Bnish Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226- A30227'. 8 Februaly 2005, [Q.84-861. 
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(b) Supply side 

All full service airlines servicing the Kangaroo Route offer both types of cabin classes. Business 

purpose travellers have consistently made up less than 13% of passengers on the Kangaroo 

~ o u t e . ~ '  

There are significant economies of scope associated with serving a wide range of customers 

with different demand profiles and airlines adjust the capacity they offer to different segments in 

response. 

The introduction of premium economy also demonstrates the potential for supply side 

substitution in response to demand. While it is true that it takes some time to reconfigure a 

cabin, all airlines could begin offering a reconfigured service, such as rolling out premium 

economy on a route, within 1-2 years. 

Airlines can also change the mix of tickets available on their flights (eg fully flexible economy 

versus discount economy) at any time and implement different selling strategies to vary the 

amount of seats that they make available for sale in a particular country to maximise overall 

profitability. Mid-point carriers such as Singapore Airlines can also change their preference for 
selling individual sector fares (such as SIN-LHR or SIN-SYD) or through fares (SYD-LHR) 

depending on where demand exists for the highest yielding journey. Whilst all carriers have the 

technical ability to do so, mid-point carriers have greater flexibility as they would usually 

generate a higher overall yield by selling two sector fares compared to long haul fares as they 

are able to leverage their stronger selling presence from their home port. 

In addition to the above. Qantas has also demonstrated its ability to vary its aircraft 

configuration with minimum lead-in time. For the period from July to January 2010, some 

international routes have suspended selling First Class and are instead selling those seats as 

Business Class. A similar practice has been replicated in other cabinslzones to derive cost 

savings where premium cabin demand has decreased. 

(c) Conclusion 

While the parties acknowledge that the Commission is likely to base its analysis on separate 

product markets for time sensitive and price sensitive passengers, the Commission should still 

take into account the degree of substitution possibilities and the asymmetric nature of the 

market in undertaking this assessment. 

11.3 Relevant geographic markets: Passenger 

(a) Price sensitivelleisure market 

In 2005, the Commission formed the view that for price sensitive or leisure passengers, the 

appropriate geographic market was Australia to region given the price elasticity of such 

passengers and their willingness to substitute different destinations within targeted regions and 

to travel indirectly to a particular de~tination.~" 

" D~epaRment of Immigration and CRizenship, 2003 to 2009 data 

e4 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Ailways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A3022T. 8 February 2005, 19.881. 
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This is still the case and is particularly so for leisure travellers from Australia to the UK and 

Europe, where the leisure traveller is more likely to stay for a longer period and a few hours 

additional travel time by reason of another one or two stopovers is relatively immaterial. 

In relation to price-sensitive travellers to SE Asia, while travellers may be less inclined to take 

an indirect flight, they are more inclined to substitute destinations in response to a SSNIP. For 

example, travellers may choose between a number of destinations including Bali, Thailand and 

Malaysia. 

The same is true for departure from Australia. Some price-sensitive travellers are willing to 

travel via other cities within Australia to fly overseas. The relevant geographic markets for price- 
sensitive travellers in relation to the JSA therefore continue to be: 

Australia-UKIEurope; and 

Australia-SE Asia. 

(b) Time sensitivehusiness travellers 

In 2005, the Commission found that business travellers were more time sensitive and therefore 

more concerned about travelling directly to a particular destination. The Commission found that 

the relevant business markets were: 

. for SE Asian destinations, point to point due to time sensitivity and relative cost 

insensitivity, although on some city pairs high frequency one stop services may be more 

attractive than low frequency direct services; and 

for European destinations, between city pairs by the most direct route as time sensitive 

business passengers with inelastic demand characteristics were unlikely to switch to 

two stop services in response to a SSNIP on a one stop service. 

for some time sensitive/business travellers travelling to SE Asian destinations, indirect flights 

are not always substitutable. Nonetheless, for example, in relation to the UKEurope market, 

two stop flights to a UK or European intermediate destination before arriving at the final UK or 

European destination will be substitutable for some business travellers. 

However for the purpose of this application, the parties proceed on the basis that city 

destinations are not substitutable for time sensitive passengers, although clearly the 

Commission must still take into account the ability of travellers to take indirect flights when 
assessing the constraints on the parties. The shift in corporate travel policies to prioritise 

'lowest fares' may result in more corporate passengers being willing to transit via another 

domestic port. 

Heathrow does not constitute a separate market. The success of Emirates, which uses Gatwick 

airport for over a third of its flights to Australia, evidences this. Business passengers travelling 

to London are generally travelling to the city centre from which Gatwick and Heathrow are 

almost equidistant. 

The fact that European and other flight connections are more convenient at Heathrow is 

irrelevant. A business traveller wishing to travel to another European destination has the choice 

to travel to that destination directly from Sydney. The availability of superior European 
connections at Heathrow cannot be relevant to assessing the JSA's effect on competition on the 

Sydney-London market. On the Commission's market definition, it can look only at business 

travellers whose destination is London. 
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11.4 Freight market 

In 2005, the Commission found the relevant markets were: 

. Australia to Europe; and 

. Australia to SE Asia 

The parties agree with this approach and for the purposes of this submission accept the 
Commission's views that different types of freight represent different market segments rather 

than different types of markets and the availability of indirect routes renders a regional market 
approach 

11.5 Domestic passenger market 

In 2005, the Commission found a separate Australian domestic passenger market. The parties 
accept that market definition but do not accept it is relevant to the competition analysis. 

11.6 Market for sale of air travel 

P For the purpose of this application, the parties accept the Commission's previous finding that 
there is a market in Australia for the sale of air travel. However, with the increasing use of the 
internet facilitating the purchase of domestic travel overseas, the parties note the Commission's 
recent comments in relation to Air New Zealand Limited and Air Canada that the market is 
tending towards a global market.68 

The parties agree with the Commission's previous finding that the product market in ticket sales 
includes tickets sold directly by airlines to travellers (including over the internet) and those sold 
through indirect channels including on-line and "bricks and motar" travel agents6' 

12. Anti-competitive Detriment 

As discussed above, determining whether there is a substantial lessening of competition is assessed on 
the basis of the 'future with or without" test. In undertaking this assessment, there are a number of 
relevant factors. In this context, those factors are principally: market concentration, barriers to entry, 
ability to increase prices and the dynamics of the market. 

r 
I The level of concentration in the markets 

(a) Market shares 

In 2005 the Commission considered market share data relating to the relevant routes. This data 
has been updated in Appendix E to include the year ended 31 December 2008 (2008 data) and 
the 12 months to 30 June 2009 (2009).~' 

87 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Ailways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 - A30227'. 8 February 2005. [9.116]. 

68 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Air New Zealand Limited and Air Canada in relation to a Cooperation 
Agreement Final Determination A91097 -A91098', 27 Januaty 2009. [6.18]. 
es Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and Brilish AiNvays Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Detenination A30226- A30227'. 8 February 2005. [9.21], 19.1 171. 
10 Note that data lor June 2009 is pmvisional only. 
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The Commission previously found that between 1994 and 2003, the aggregate shares of 

Qantas and BA of Europe traffic remained relatively constant over the period of the JSA, with 

Qantas having a share of around 34%, BA a share of around 8% and a combined share of 

around 42%." The Commission also found that a number of mid-point carriers had significantly 

increased market shares since 1994. For example, Singapore Airlines (from 12.8% to 17.5% in 

2003) and Emirates (from zero to 7.2% in 2003). 

The Commission previously found that Qantas and BA's combined share of SE Asia traffic had 

fallen fmm 45% to 29% in 2003. 

The combined market shares of Qantas and BA over the last six years has decreased further or 

remained stable in all relevant markets, including in the total airline passenger markets to the 

UK and Europe, the leisure travellers markets to Europe and SE Asia and the business 

travellers market to the UK and Germany. These were the markets that the Commission was 

most concerned about in its 2005 determination. 

For example, leisure travellers to Europe decreased from 37.8% to 35.6% (see Table 1 below), 

business travellers to the UK decreased from 60.4% to 55.4% (see Table 2 below) and 

business travellers to the Germany decreased from 43.2% to 39.2% (see Table 3 below). 

Table I: Leisure travellers" airline market share: Europe region for year ended 31 

December 2003 and 2008.2009 data is  12 months t o  30 June 2009 (%) 

I Airline 1 2003 1 2008 1 2009 I 
I Qantas 

Table 2: Business trave~lers'~ airline market share for the UK, year ended 31 December 

2003 and 2008.2009 data is 12 months t o  30 June 2009 (%) 

JSA 

1 JSA 1 60.4 1 56.5 1 55.4 I 

37.8 

Airline 

Qantas 

B A 

7, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Ailways Restated Joint Sewices Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 -A3022T. 8 February 2005, [11.31- [11.7]. 
72 Leisure travellers am those whose purpose of travd is Holiday or VFR. 
73 Business travellers are those whose purpose of travel is Business or Convention. 
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Table 3: Business travellers airline market share for Germany, year ended 31 December 
2003 and 2008.2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%) 

In addition, the combined market share for business travellers to Singapore has dramatically 
reduced from 47.4% to 36.3% (Table 4 below). 

Table 4: Business travellers airline market share for Singapore, year ended 31 December 
2003 and 2008.2009 data is 12 months to  30 June 2009 (%) 

Airline 

Qantas 

B A 

JS A 

2008 

35.1 

2.7 

37.8 

2003 

36.0 

7.2 

43.2 

In the markets for Leisure travellers to the SE Asia region Qantas' standalone market share has 
stabilised. (Table 5 below). 

2009 

36.3 

2.9 

39.2 

Airline 

Qantas 

B A 

JS A 

By contrast, the market share of each of Qantas' competitors has either remained stable or 
increased in most markets. Emirates' market share in the total airline passenger market to the 
UK has increased from 9% to 17.9% and to Europe from 7.2% to 15.6%. 

2003 . 

40.2 

7.2 

47.4 

Table 5: Leisure travellers7' airline market share: SE Asia region for year ended 31 
December 2003 and 2008.2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%) 

In the business travellers market to the UK, being the only market in which the Commission 
previously found a likelihood of a substantial lessening of competition. Emirates' market share 
has increased from 6.3% to 10.4% and Cathay Pacific's market share has increased from 4.9% 
to 5.8%. New entrants since 2003 data include Virgin Atlantic with a market share of 3.5% and 
Etihad with a share of 2%. 

Airline 

Qantas 

B A 

JS A 

74 Leisure travellers are those whose purpose of travel is Holiday or VFR. 

2008 

34.6 

2.3 

36.9 
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(b) Capacity data 

Another means of measuring market share is capacity. This was the approach taken by the 

Department of Transportation (DOT) when analysing the application by American Airlines and 

BAfor approval of, and antitrust immunity for, their Alliance ~greement." In the Commission's 
determination regarding the QantasIAir New Zealand TNA in 2006, the Commission took into 
account capacity (particularly passenger numbers) when establishing market share.'" 

In essence the 'capacity' of an airline on a route is the number of seats the airline has available 
for sale in Australia. A distinction can be drawn between an airline's 'present' or 'actual' 
capacity, being the number of seats the airline is currently able to sell in Australia, and an 

airline's 'potential' capacity, being the number of seats the airline could make available for sale 
in Australia. There are three aspects to any analysis of capacity: 

Frequency o f  flights: the frequency of flights between the two end points of a route is 
the primary factor affecting capacity. Other things being equal, the greater the frequency 
of flights on a route, the greater the capacity of the airline on that route. 

. Aircraft size and configuration: the size of an aircraft, and the way the aircraft is 
configured, significantly affects capacity. The efficiency of the configuration of the 
aircraft will affect the number of seats available for sale within the same amount of 
space. Other things being equal, the greater the size of the aircraft being used on a 
route, the greater the capacity of the airline on that route. 

. Short-haulllong-haul strategy: the proportion of tickets the airline chooses to make 
available for sale on short-haul routes and long-haul routes also affects capacity. For 
example, in respect of a flight from Australia to Europe with a mid-point stopover, a mid- 
point airline can choose to make available either one ticket (Australia to Europe) or two 
tickets (Australia to midpoint and midpoint to Europe). 

Attached in Appendix C is Qantas' internal estimate of the additional amount of premium 

capacity likely to be operated on the Kangaroo Route by NS12. This shows the increase in: 

flight frequencies over the period; and 

total First and Business Class seats operated over the period per week. 

f -  
12.2 Barriers to  entrylexpansion 

(a) Ease with which mid-point carriers can increase their Australian air services 

In addition to the continued competitiveness of traditional mid-point carriers such as Singapore 
Airlines and Cathay Pacific, the last few years has seen the entry and rapid expansion of new 

mid-point carriers, particularly from the Middle East such as Emirates, Etihad and now Qatar. 

As Emirates has been in the Australian market for the longest time, its growth serves as a 
useful case study to demonstrate that barriers to entry and expansion are low. Since 2003, 

Emirates market share for leisure travellers to Europe has grown from 6.7% to 17.1%. In the 
business market to the UK, its share has increased from 6.3% to 10.4%. The parties expect 

'' 2002-1-12 Order to Show Cause, DOT-SOT-2001-110294069. US-UK Alliance Case, 
h t t ~ : l l w . r e a u l a t i o n s . a o v / f d m s ~ u b l i c i c o O O l - 1 1 0 2 8  as at ['I. 
78 See also Singapore Airlines v Taprobane Tours (1991 ) 104 ALR 633,646,659. 
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Emirates market share to continue to grow particularly given the additional amount of premium 

capacity they are introducing on the Kangaroo Route (see section 7.2 and Appendix C). 

Mid-point carriers have the ability to offer flights in and out of their hubs to both Australia and 

the UK and long-haul flights where their hubs are used as a 'through point' between Australia 

and the UK. In contrast, airlines like Qantas and BA primarily service the long-haul flights or 

some short-haul flights but principally only to or from their home market due to their limited 

marketing presence in the mid-point hub and other end. 

Such mid-point carriers can easily 'switch' the use of their capacity from selling separate short- 

haul flights (eg separate Singapore-Sydney and Singapore-London sectors) to long-haul flights 

(eg Sydney-London) by reallocating the tickets they offer for sale in Australia in the event of 

changed competitive conditions. For the majority of the year it yields a carrier more to sell 

majority sum of two sectors versus majority long haul fares. Singapore Airlines is able to do this 

very effectively because it has a significant market presence in Singapore as well as at both 

ends of the route. Yet, this strategy can be changed very quickly if the market dynamics 

change and a mid-point carrier can earn more yield by selling a long-haul flight. 

(b) Slot constraints 

In 2005, the Commission found that London's Heathrow airport was slot constrained," and that 

this was a barrier to entry affecting the market for business passengers between Australia and 

points in the UK." 

While Heathrow may still be slot constrained, the JSA does not exacerbate this situation. In the 

counterfactual, the same constraints would still exist and they do not affect competition between 
Australia and the UK for the following reasons: 

London's Gatwick airport is substitutable for, and a competitive constraint on pricing 

tolfrom Heathrow; . carriers are able to make greater use of their existing slots at Heathrow through the use 

of larger aircraft; 

competing carriers have been able to increase their number of slots at Heathrow 

despite the existence of slot constraints; and . it is likely there will be increases in capacity at Heathrow andlor Gatwick 

(i) Gatwick a competitive constraint 

Gatwick is substitutable for Heathrow for both leisure and business passengers 

travelling between Australia and the UK with both Emirates and Qatar using Gatwick as 

an alternative to ~eathrow". 

The factors demonstrating substitutability between Heathrow and Gatwick are 

discussed in detail in Appendix D. 

" Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226-A3022T. 8 Februav 2005. [ I  1.731. 
78 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226- A30227'. 8 February 2005. [11.74]. 

70 Emirates have 8 flights per day from Dubai to London - 5 into Heathmw and 3 into GaONick. Gatwick represents 38% of 
Emirates' capadty into London. 
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The fact that certain business passengers may have an individual preference for 

Heathrow does not mean that Heathrow should be considered as a separate market. 
Heathrow and Gatwick airports are almost equidistant from the centre of London and 
there is anecdotal evidence which suggests that some business passengers now prefer 
Gatwick to Heathrow due to the congestion at Heathrow, which can result in slower 

processing times and delayed flights. 

The greater number of flight connections between London and Europe from Heathrow 
cannot be relevant in a consideration of a Australia-London market. Business travellers 
who wish to travel to Europe rather than London can do so directly. 

There is therefore substitutability between international flights to and from Heathrow and 
Gatwick and the operation of airline services between Australia and Gatwick will 

continue to constrain Qantas and BA under the JSA. 

(ii) Larger aircraft 

The roll out of higher capacity aircraft is significantly increasing the amount of first and 

business class seats that each airline is able to operate from a single slot at Heathrow. 

For example, both Singapore Airlines and Emirates are upscaling their capacity at 
Heathrow in coming seasons with the introduction of A380 aircraft. Singapore Airlines 
will have increased to twice daily A380s come NS09 and Emirates will introduce a 
second daily A380 service to replace a 777 service in NS10 so that Emirates will 
operate at least two daily A380s and three daily 777s services. 

(iii) Increases in available slots 

Carriers have been able, and will continue to be able, to acquire slots at Heathrow for 
use on Australia-UK routes. 

There are three means by which carriers can acquire additional slots at Heathrow: 
through exchanges or leases of slots with other carriers, through the Airport 
Coordination Limited (ACL) slot pool allocation system or through mergers and 
acquisitions. 

Carriers are also able to increase their available capacity at Heathrow for routes 
between Australia and the UK by making more of their slots available for flights between 
Australia and the UK. Slots are suitable for Kangaroo Routes (via a suitable mid-point) 
throughout the day. Such slots are widely spread amongst other alliance groupings and 
non-aligned carriers. 

A more detailed examination of how slots can be acquired and used, as well as recent 
slot activity, is contained in Appendix F and Annexure 2. 

(iv) Capacity increases at Heathrow andlor Gatwick 

The UK Government has recently indicated its support for the development of a third 
runway at Heathrow. During 2008, the UK Government conducted a public consultation 
process on adding capacity at ~eathrow" and in January 2009, the Secretary of State 

LYI United Kingdom Department for Transport. 'The F m r e  of Air Transport'. White Paper, 16 December 2003, 
httD:/h.d~.~ov.ukiaboWstrateav/while~a~e/air /  . 
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for Transport confirmed the Government's support.s' The initial capacity of the runway 

is to be limited to a maximum of 605,000 air transport movements (ATMs). 

12.3 The parties are constrained from increasing prices beyond competitive levels 

(a) General 

The JSA does not give Qantas or BA the ability to increase prices and the parties remain 
equally constrained by their competitors in the factual and counterfactual worlds. 

(b) Price increases over last six years 

Comparing actual fares over a period of time is complicated by changes to Qantas' fare 
structures. Notwithstanding this, a table comparing representative fares is set out in Appendix 
G. 

Any published fare increases over the past six years have reflected general market conditions 
where new aircraft delays contributed to a capacity shortage across the industly at the same 
time as fuel prices and demand levels reached record highs. 

In the last year sale activity sale activity has intensified in all cabins and the parties have offered 
the cheapest Economy Class and Business Class fares between Sydney and London during the 
life of the JSA. 

Over the past twelve months yields on the Kangaroo Route per passenger have deteriorated 
between [Restriction of Publication of Part Claimed]% and [Restriction of Publication of Part 
Claimed]% due to the GFC, a greater proportion of sales in lower yielding reservation classes in 
all cabins and sale activity outlined above. 

12.4 Dynamic characteristics o f  the market 

(a) Innovation 

The Commission's 2008 Merger Guidelines state that 'markets that are characterised by rapid 
product innovation may be unstable so that any increased market power gained through a 
merger is transitory'. The airline services industry is characterised by extensive innovation 
which will continue to occur. Competitor airlines have demonstrated a commitment to 
enhancing and innovating their hard product and services. 

Many of Qantas' competitors have begun to implement innovative cabin designs with a range of 
attractive features. Specific examples are: 

. Etihad: On certain new aircraft, First Class seats offer a mini bar, massage function, 
180 degree rotation, and recline into 6'8" flatbeds." Business Class seats offer the 
massage function and recline into a fully flat 6'1" bed.= The on-demand entertainment 
service is provided on some of 'the largest video screens against comparable cabins in 

" UnRed Kingdom Department for Transport. 'Britain's Transport Infrastrudure -Adding Capacity at Heathrow. Decisions 
Following Consultation', 15 January 2009. 

sr Etihad Airways. 'Diamond First Class'. 
ht to: l /w.et ihadairwa~~~~~m/si tes/et ihad/a lobal /edexnenceet ihdorouesones/~aaesDiand.s~x as at 17 November 
2008. 

83 Etihad Airways, 'Pearl Business Class'. 
h t t ~ : / ~ . e f i h a d a i w a v s . w m / s i t e s l e t i h a d / o l o b a l / e n i e x P e a r l . a s D x  as at 17 November 2008. 
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the industry', at 23" in first class, 15" in Business Class and 10.4" in Economy ü lass.^ 
For First and Business Class passengers, the entertainment service is enhanced by a 

"Plug-and-Play" feature which allows passengers to play their own videos, and an audio 
system allowing passengers to create their own p lay~ is ts .~~ 

. Cathay Pacific: New seat features are being progressively introduced on medium and 
long-haul aircraftffi First Class and Business Class highlights include flat beds, noise- 

cancelling headsets and massage functions, while First Class offers private suites and 
Business Class provides privacy partitions.87 In Economy Class, the new cabin design 
features a "tixed back shell seat" which is designed in its own enclosure that does not 

move when the seat is reclined." 

Singapore Airlines: On certain new aircraft, Business and Economy seats provide 
access to built-in Microsoft Office software that allows the passenger to create 
documents, spreadsheets and presentations.89 

Emirates: Emirates A380 services feature private suites equipped with electronically 
operated sliding doors, a personal mini bar, adjustable ambient lighting, vanity mirror 
and wardrobe. The seat has a built in massage system with adjustable speed and 
intensity and coverts to a fully flat bed with mattress.g0 . Qatar: Qatats signature business class product features a 180 degree flat-bed seat, a 

foot rest with an 8 in-seat massage setting and an in-seat power supply.g' 

12.5 No lessening of competition as a result of JSA 

Given the level of competition on the Kangaroo Route, there has never been, nor will there be, 
any substantial lessening of competition in any market as a result of the JSA. Barriers to entry 
are proven to be low and the parties are individually and collectively constrained from acting in 
any anticompetitive manner. 

e4 Etihad Airnays. 'Stay EntertainM. 
htt~:llwww.etihadair~a~~.com/sitesletihad/alobal/enlex~entihadntheair/~aaesiinFliahtEnteinme.asx as at 17 

P November 2008. 
e5 Etihad Airways. 'Pearl Business Class'. 
h t t ~ : l ~ . e t i h a d a i n v a v s . w m i s i t e s l e t i x  as at 17 November 2008; 
Etihad Ainvays. 'Stay Entertained'. 
>asat17 
November 2008. 
m Cathay Pacific. 'New lnflight Pmducts', h t t o : l l w . c a t h a ~ l  n AUlwhatonboardI~reviewthenewse& as at 10 
November 2008. 

8, Cathay Pacific. 'New lnllight Products', http:ilw.cathavwcific.wmlcDalen AUiwhatonboardl~reviewthenewseats as at 10 
November 2008. 

M Cathay Pacific, 'New Economy Class', htt~:l/www.cathavwcific.comi~paien AUIwhatonboardlneweconorn~class as at 10 
November 2008. 
es Singapore Airlines, 'Krisworld Enteiiainment Devices', 
htt~:/lw.sinoa~oreair.comisaalen UWwntenWex~lentertainmentidevicesi~~reens.is~?v=1499984864 as at 3 November 2008 
W Emirates, 'Flying with Emirates';. Mtp I~ .emira tes .com.  
a, Qatar, h~p:Nwww.qatarairnays.wmIglobal/en~business~lass.html 
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(a) Passenger markets 

The Commission previously found that the only market in which there was likely to be a 
substantial lessening of competition was the market for business travel to the UK. The histoly 

of the JSA and the increase in competition on that route demonstrates that there has been no 
substantial lessening of competition. The market share and pricing analysis in section 12 above 
demonstrates this and, in the future, the amount of premium capacity being introduced by 
strong competitors will further increase competitive intensity. 

There is only one route where Qantas and BA overlap, being Sydney to London. BA's capacity 

share on this route is small compared to other strong competitors such as Singapore Airlines, 
Emirates and Cathay Pacific. 

This means that there is no material difference between the joint market share of the parties 
under the JSA in the factual and Qantas' market share in the counterfactual. In addition: . there are already a significant number of competitors on the Kangaroo Route and those 

competitors are committed to providing services to and from Australia as evidenced by 
their local investment, the frequency of flights offered on the Kangaroo Route and the 
significant evidence of product and service innovation by most participants; 

Emirates' experience demonstrates the ability of carriers to expand and increase market 
share; and 

. the JSA's pricing for all passengers will continue to be constrained by Emirates, 
Singapore Airlines. Cathay Pacific, the new entrants Etihad and Qatar and other 
competitors on the Kangaroo Route. -Al l  have the ability to increase capacity, meaning 
an ability to: increase the frequency of flights, increase the number of passengers per 
aircraft by introducing larger aircraft, redistribute POS ticketing so that more tickets are 
sold in Australia and alter the mix of seats allocated to short and long-haul tickets eg 
transferring Singapore-Sydney tickets to Sydney-London tickets. This ability is 
important given the minimal difference between breakeven yields and current utilisation. 

(b) Freight markets 

The Commission previously found that on the basis of Qantas and BA's market shares on JSA 
routes, the Commission did not believe that the JSA raised any competition concerns in those 
markets." This position has not and will not change under the JSA, and there will continue to 
be no substantial lessening of competition in freight transport markets. 

The Commission previously assessed the effect on competition in air freight markets by 
focusing on the passenger routes covered by the JSA. This remains the correct approach as 
the level of competition in freight markets depends on many of the same factors as the 
passenger market as the majority of freight is carried on passenger aircraft. 

Qantas accepts the Commission's position that it is essentially only on the Sydney-London route 
that both Qantas and BA maintain an operating presence in freight. 

Air freight markets are typically even more competitive than air passenger markets because of 
the additional discipline imposed by the possibility of indirect routings and inter-modal 

02 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Ailways Restated Joint Sewices Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 -A30227', 8 February 2005.[11.90]. 
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substitution (ie sea, road, rail) for many classes of freight. The Commission noted the 

importance of these factors in its authorisation of the alliance between Singapore Airlines, 
Ansett Australia, Ansett International and Air New Zealand, in which it concluded that the level 
of competition in air freight markets was relatively high.93 The position has not changed. 
Appendix H Table 1 records the freight traffic to and from Australia by airline. It is an updated 

version of a table considered by the Commission previously.N 

Qantas continues to carry the highest amount of freight traffic to and from Australia with a share 
of 23.4%. Singapore Airlines is the second largest air freight provider with a share of 16.2%. 
BA's share of the Australian market has continued to decline and in 2009 only amounted to 
1.4% 

Appendix H Table 2 sets out airline freight market shares on JSA routes. It is an updated table 

considered by the Commission previously.95 

(c) Domestic air travel 

In 2005, the Commission did not consider the JSA would substantially lessen competition in the 
domestic passenger market. 

The domestic landscape is now even more competitive given the increased presence from 
Virgin Blue and the entry and expansion of Tiger Airways, with close connections to Singapore 
Airlines. 

(d) Sale of air travel 

In 2005, the Commission found that it did not consider the JSA would be likely to have, in the 
medium term, a detrimental impact on competition in the sale of air travel marketg6 

The competitive landscape has not changed. BA accounts for just 2.1% of all international 
traffic to and from Australia for the 12 months to August 2009.'' Accordingly, the JSA will not 
lead to a lessening of competition in the airline ticket sales market as any impact will continue to 
be negligible. 

13. Public Benefits 

P As discussed in sections 8 and 9 above, the Commission is no longer required to assume a level of 
detriment which flows from co-ordinated conduct for the purposes of a joint venture such as the JSA. In 

addition, even if this were not the case and the TPA still deemed per se conduct for joint ventures, 
provided there is more than a negligible public benefit, the Commission has the power to grant 

03 See Qantas Airways Limited and British Ailways Plc, 'Submission to the ACCC in support ofthe Application for Authorisation of 
the Restated Joint Services Agreemenl, May 2003.20. 

0( Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Aiways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A30227, 8 February 2005. 14.171 - [4.18]. 

%5 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Services Agreement. Final 
Determination A30226 - A3022T. 8 February 2005. [11.88] - [11.99]. 
m Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 'Qantas and British Airways Restated Joint Sewices Agreement, Final 
Determination A30226 -A30227'. 8 February 2005. [11.103]. 

'' CRS marketshare data for September 2008 to August 2009 
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authorisation under s90(8). In order to determine whether authorisation should be granted, the 

Commission will weigh the public benefits with any detriments as it does under s90(6). 

The JSA gives rise to more than negligible public benefits and the public benefits that do arise clearly 

outweigh any detriments. 

13.1 Purpose of the JSA is Procompetitive 

Clause 5 of the Restated JSA notes that the parties have, as a direct result of the 

implementation of the JSA, been able to deliver a number of significant consumer benefits 

which include: 

(a) improved schedules, stop-over choices, frequencies and better connection times on the Designated 
Route Services, and services connecting to the Designated Route Services, specifically, the 
replacement andlor increased frequencies of M-stop London gateways to continental Europe with 
one-stop services; 

(b) the development of new fare products and promotions, offer~ng a h gh q,al ty, competltlve product 
for consumers as a res~lt of the cost savlngs and synergies artsong from tne JSA 

(c) better airport facilities such as reciprocal airport lounge access, joint lounges in certain airports. 
improved facilities within lounges (especially at Asia points) and streamlined check-in facilities; 

(d) ease of airport transfers for connecting passengers, particularly as a result of the location of both 
parties in Terminal 4 at London Heathrow; 

(e) superior services, systems and in-flight product as a result of the availability and cross-licensing of 
intellectual property and technology; 

( greater opportunities for frequent flyers who are members of one party's frequent flyer program to 
earn andlor redeem frequent flyer points when travelling on the other party; 

(g) the increased international competitiveness of both the parties; 

(h) increased availability through improved yield management for both passengers and cargo by and 
between the parties; 

(i) easier planning of itineraries through the provision of better information to agents; 

(j) improved holiday pmducts; and 

(k) improved opportunities for joint information technology development and procurement 

f- 13.2 Cost savings and efficiencies 

In 2005, the Commission found that the JSA was likely to lead to significant cost savings for 

Qantas and BA, 'which would be likely to be passed on to consumers in most passenger 

markets as a result of continuing competition from sixth freedom carriers'. The exception was 

the market for business travellers between the UK and Australia. 

As discussed in section 12 above, competition has increased on the Kangaroo Route over the 

last five years, particularly for business travellers. This fact compels the conclusion that cost 

savings will continue to be passed on to all consumers in all relevant markets in the form of 

lower fares or delayed fare increases, including in the Australia-UK business passenger market. 

The market is too competitive for this not to occur. 

The JSA will continue to allow the parties to realise the following costs savings 
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(a) Overhead costs 

The JSA will continue to enable Qantas and BA to achieve significant cost savings through 
sharing overhead costs. Costs associated with sharing IT development and operations, 

including yield management, reservations and other systems, continue to be the most 
significant cost saving areas. 

Costs savings continue to be realised through sharing facilities such as offices in Singapore and 

Bangkok, sales teams and key staff, retail shops, telephone sales, customer service facilities 
and lounges. The parties accept the Commission's view that some shared facilities such as 
joint lounges could be shared in the absence of the JSA however this is not a given in the 
counterfactual and therefore they should not be excluded as a public benefit in the factual. In 

addition, most other shared overhead costs would not be shared in the absence of 
authorisation. 

(b) Operational costs 

Operational cost savings continue to be derived from a number of sources. For example, the 

JSA enables the parties to operate fewer aircraft to meet demand and facilitates the 
replacement of aircraft with the more efficient aircraft on certain routes. Other efficiencies 
continue to be derived by operating a mini-hub in Singapore where Group Qantas operated 
flights from Melbourne. Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Cairns and ~arwin"  can feed 

passengers onto the parties Singapore-London and Singapore-Frankfurt services. This spreads 
the operational costs at Singapore across more flights. Other operational cost savings include 
joint customer service and check-in areas at airports served by the JSA which allows service 
coverage at a lower cost than if the airlines provided the service separately. 

(c) Management costs 

In 2005, the Commission noted that no recognition had been given to the costs associated with 
operating the JSA such as management costs. The Commission's view was that these costs 
should be deducted from the cost savings that the parties described as giving rise to public 
benefits. In the parties' view, management costs are marginal considering the JSA has been in 
operation for over 14 years and the parties have developed integrated systems and procedures. 

(d) Network density benefits 

The JSA continues to allow the parties to replicate some of the network and density benefits 
enjoyed by mid-point carriers through facilitating the operation of a mini-hub in Singapore. 

These benefits are in addition to those cost savings identified as operational costs above. Over 
many years the Singapore hub has been refined and improved to provide a superior consumer 
proposition. The Singapore hub offers numerous connections tolfrom various destinations. 
During periods of disruption, joint stations such as Singapore and Bangkok provide alternatives 
for proactive passenger itinerary management ensuring minimal disruption to the passenger. 
Absent the JSA, it is unlikely that Qantas could offer such a comprehensive network between 
Australia-Asia and then to UWGermany. 

88 Jetstar operates nights between Darwin and Singapore and Cairns and Singapore. Qantas mdeshares on these services. 
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(e) Separation costs 

The highly integrated nature of the JSA operations means that separating the parties' business 
units would result in substantial one-off and ongoing costs and an asymmetric amount of 
management time. It would involve BA setting up and staffing a selling capability in Australia 

and offices in Singapore and Bangkok. More importantly, it would involve the costs of providing 
additional services to offer the same frequencies and choice to consumers and these services 

would have to be flown using smaller, less cost efficient aircraft. Authorisation of the JSA will 
avoid these costs. 

13.3 Product and service benefits 

The JSA will also continue to provide product and service benefits including the following. 

(a) Broader availability of schedule options for passengers 

As a result of the JSA: 

Qantas and BA have continued to develop their networks to ensure their services meet 
at common mid-points at coordinated times to allow easy hubbing between flights. This 
allows passengers to transfer easily between flights; 

increased connectivity between BA and Qantas services and the building of the 
Singapore mini-hub have allowed the parties to increase the number of one-stop 
services they offer per week between Australia and Europe; 

a better schedule on long haul sewices from London - with the offering of services 
which operate at different times of the day; 

. BA gives Qantas preferential access that would not arise without the JSA under the 
oneworld alliance. A passenger travelling from Australia to Amsterdam via London will 
amve in the early morning into London and will need a peak period flight from London to 
Amsterdam. The fare class which the passenger is utilising would not be open on that 
flight to another oneworld member. However, under the JSA there is 'metal neutrality' 
and a sale on Qantas is treated as if it had been a sale ticketed as BA. In the 
counterfactual, Qantas passengers would not have preferred access to intra-European 
connecting flights on BA flights into and out of London. Without the JSA. BA would not 
have the same incentives to carry Qantas passengers; and 

passengers can use both parties' networks to reach their destination in the most timely 
manner, avoiding connectivity delays. Similarly, customers continue to be able to 
transfer between Qantas and BA flights operating on the JSA network. 

The JSA Committee recently recommended that the parties undertake a new joint promotion to 
highlight the specific customer benefits flowing from travelling on JSA services. This is intended 
to be distributed to travel agents and the industry trade by the end of 2009. 

From late October 2009 Qantas will move its operations to Terminal 3 (T3) at Heathrow airport 
BA will continue to operate from both Terminals 3 and 5. JSA customers will benefit from: 

. reduced minimum connecting time between T5 and T3 (90 mins) compared to between 
T4 and T5 (105 mins); 

new baggage system planned for T3 (201213) resulting in improved bag performance; 
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automated baggage tunnel between T5 and T3 (201 112) reducing minimum connection 

times to 75 mins; and 

access to improved and new facilities in T3 - including refurbished check-in facilities 

and an improved lounge. 

BA will also make available a dedicated and larger customer support teams at T3 which will 
result in improved levels of customer service, particularly in times of disruption. 

(b) Provision of higher levels of consumer support 

As a result of the JSA, Qantas and BA continue to offer seamless customer service including 
coordination of flight scheduling and passenger handling. Passengers continue to benefit from 
the storage of passenger information and itineraries on the same system. This enables Qantas 

passengers to approach a BA office and receive assistance as if they were in a Qantas office. 
Both parties continue to review how they can deliver further (IT) ability I functionality for both 
airlines to service each other's passengers. 

fi 13.4 Benefits from integrated yield management systems 

The JSA enables the parties to coordinate yield management. This coordination maximises the number 
of discounted seats available through the booking life of a flight, thus minimising the number of seats 

held for late booking passengers. In 2005, the Commission accepted that in strongly contested 
markets, integrated yield management assists in making more discounted seats available by minimising 
the number of seats held over for late passengers. However, the Commission considered that such 
conduct would limit supply for late-booking passengers, who are more likely to be business passengers. 

The Commission appears to have misunderstood the importance of scale in yield management. By 
combining yield management systems, the parties seek to maximise the efficient distribution of seats in 
a particular fare class. With greater scale, this task can be undertaken more efficiently. For example, in 
order to satisfy demand for late bookings to a requisite level of certainty, the number of seats required to 
be held back is less if Qantas and BA co-ordinate than if they do not w-ordinate (other things being 
equal). Therefore, it is not the case that the airline practice of maximising the efficient distribution 
means that late booking passengers are disadvantaged. Rather, there are more low fares available to 
other customers (seats that would have otherwise flown empty). 

P 

14. Conclusion 
- 

The history of the JSA joint venture demonstrates that there has been no lessening of competition in 

any relevant market. There is no evidence that the continued authorisation of the JSA could lead to a 
substantial lessening of competition in the future. Indeed, the contrary is true for the following reasons: 

there would be limited if any competition between Qantas and BA in the counterfactual and no 
material difference between the joint market share of the parties under the JSA in the factual 
and Qantas' market share in the counterfactual; . the Kangaroo Route is now even more competitive with a number of strong established 
competitors such as Singapore Airlines, Emirates and Cathay Pacific as well as new entrant 
carriers Etihad and Qatar, which will continue to constrain the parties in all markets, particularly 
the market for business travellers to the UK: 
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a number of these carriers are in the process of increasing their level of premium capacity to 
Australia by increasing frequency of flights and introducing larger aircraft. Qantas' internal 

estimate is that by NS12 the amount of premium capacity operated by Emirates, Etihad and 
Qatar on the Kangaroo Route will be more than double the amount of premium capacity 
operated by the patties; and . even if physical capacity remains constant (which the parties believe is unlikely) all mid-point 
carriers have the ability to increase their selling capacity in Australia and alter the mix of seats 
they allocate from single sector to long-haul tickets. The ability of carriers to expand and 

increase market share is demonstrated clearly by the experience of Emirates. 

In the event that the Commission finds that reauthorising the JSA could lead to a substantial lessening 
of competition, all evidence suggests that any resulting detriment will likely be significantly outweighed 
by the considerable public benefits which the continued authorisation of the JSA will bring (and has 
brought over the past 14 years). 

In 2005, the Commission found that overall the JSA was likely to lead to significant cost savings for 

n Qantas and BA, 'which would be likely to be passed on to consumers in most passenger markets as a 
result of continuing competition from sixth freedom carriers'. These public benefits and others relating 
to product and service benefits and integrated yield management systems have endured for the 
duration of the JSA and will continue, including in relation to business travellers between the UK and 
Australia. 
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Appendix A 

A1 - Destinations to which the Qantas Group flies from Australia 

Continent Destinations 

Aria and Pacific Auckland Bangkok Christchurch 

Denpasar HO Chi Minh City Hong Kong 

Jakarta Manila Mumbai (via Sin) 

Noumea Osaka Phuket 

Queenstown Shanghai Singapore 

Tokyo Wellington 

Eumpe Frankfuft London Los Angeles 

Americas Honolulu New York San Francisco 

Buenos Aires 

Africa Johannesburg 
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A2 - Destinations to which BA flies from the United Kingdom and Ireland 

Continent Destinations 

Asia and Pacific Bangkok Beijing Hong Kong 

Shanghai Singapore Sydney 

Tokyo 

Middle East and Abu Dhabi Bahrain Bangalore 

South Asia Delhi Doha Dubai 

Hyderabad Islamabad Jeddah 

Kuwait Madras Maldives 

Mumbai Muscat Riyadh 

TeI Aviv 

Europe Amsterdam Antalya Athens 

Barcelona Ban Basle 

Belgrade Berlin Bologna 

Bordeaux Brussels Bucharest 

Budapest Cagliari Catania 

Copenhagen Dubmvnik Dusseldorf 

Far0 Frankfurl Geneva 

Genoa Gibraltar Hamburg 

Helsinki lnnsbruck Istanbul 

lzmir Kiev 

Lamaca Lisbon Luxembourg 

Lyons Madrid Malaga 

Marseilles Milan MOSWW 

Munich Naoles Nice 
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Oslo Pahos Paris 

Pisa Prague Pristina 

Rome Salzburg Solia 

St Petersburg Stockholm Stungan 

Thessaloniki Tirana Toulouse 

Turin Vama Venice 

Verona Vienna Warsaw 

Zurich 

Americas Antigua Atlanta Baltimore 

Barbados Bermuda Boston 

Buenos Aires Calgary Chicago 

Dallas Denver Grand Cayman 

Grenada Houston Kingston 

Los Angeles Mexiw Miami 

Montreal Nassau New York 

Orlando Philadelphia Phoenix 

Port of Spain Providemiales Rio De Janeiro 

San Francisco Sao Paulo Seattle 

St Lucia Tampa Tobago 

Toronto Vancouver Washington 

Las Vegas Punta Cana Montego Bay 

Africa Abuja Accra Algiers 

Cairo Cape Town Dar Es Salaam 

Entebbe Johannesburg Lagos 

Luanda Lusaka Mauritius 

Nairobi Tripoli Tunis 

Sharm el Sheikh 
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Appendix B - Freedoms of the Air 

The Productivity Commission in International Air Services, Report No 2, 1998, summarises the 
freedoms of the air at page 38 as follows: 

First freedom - the right of an airline of one country to fly over the territory of another country without 
landing. 

Second freedom - the right of an airline of one country to land in another counhy for non-traffic 
purposes such as refuelling or maintenance, while en route to another country. 

Third freedom (to) -the right of an airline of one country to carry traffic (passengers, cargo or mail) 
from its country to another country. 

Fourth freedom (from) -the right of an airline of one country to carry traffic from another country to its 
own country. 

n Fifth freedom - the right of an airline of one country to carry traffic between two other countries 

provided the flight originates or terminates in its own territory. 

Sixth freedom - the right of an airline of one country to carry traffic between two other countries via its 
own country. A sixth freedom is effectively a combination of two sets of third and fourth freedoms. 

Seventh freedom -the right of an airline of one country to operate flights between two other countries 
without the flight originating or terminating in its own country. 

Eighth freedom or cabotage - the right of an airline of one country to carry traffic between two points 
within the territory of another country. 
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Appendix C - Projected Premium Capacity On Kangaroo Route 
- 

Av Business Class Se. z k ,  by season ats per wc 

~ - ~ ~ - - -  ~~~ 

EK 
northbound 

Aus 49 52 : 63 70 77 77 84 84 91 2058 2216 2811 3178 3710 3710 4004 4004 4298 

Etihad 
Aus 10 

Qatar 
Airways 

Cathay 
Paclllc 
Slngapore 
Airlines 
Malaysia 
Airlines 
Thai 
Airways 
Vlrgln 
Atlantic 
Total 
Cornvetitor 

- - - - --  

HKGl 28 
LHR 

28 28 28 28 28 28 28 

SIN1 21 
LHR 

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
-- 

KUU 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 
LHR 

- 

BKK1 14 14 14 
LHR 

14 14 14 14 14 
- 

SYDl 
LHR 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

- , ~~ -~ 

QF 28 28 28 28 : 28 28 28 28 28 1400 1 4 6 6 .  1527 1596 1596 1736 1736 1736 1736 
MEL 

- - -~~ - -  - - -  - ~ . ~- 

B A 
SYD 14 14 14 . 14 : 14 14 ' 14 14 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 : 700 700 

- - ~ - .~ ~ -~ 

SY Dl 
JSA 

MEL 
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 ! 42 2100 2166 2227 2296 : 2296 2436 2436 ' 2436 2436 

~~ - ~ ~- -- -~ - 

Market Aus 178 185 203 215 238 ' 238 259 259 : 280 7754 8 0 9 4  9030 9676 10773 10913 11704 11704 12404 
~~ 

JSAShare Aus 24% 23% 21% 20% . 18% ' 18% 1 6 %  16% i 1596 27% 2756 25% 24% 21% 22% 21% 21% 20% 
~- - - , - 
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First Clas 

- -- 

s Frequency per week, by se 

- - 

Average First Class Seats perweek, by season 

VS10 : NW10 NSH NW11 NS12 NS08 NW08 
-~ - ~ ~ - ~~~ ~ ~- ~ 

EK 
i Aus 49 52 63 

northbound 
77 77 84 . 84 91 560 594 L 798 882 882 966 . 966 1043 

Etlhad 

- - ~ 

Qatar Airways 
. Aus 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  0 ' 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O I 
- 

Singapore Alrllnes SIN 
ILHR 

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 210 210 210 210 210 210 210 210 210 

Malaysia 
Airlines 

Thai 
Always 
Total 
competitor 

B A 

JSA 

Market 

-- ~ -- - 

SYD 10.5 : 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 . 7  128 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 
- - - 

SYD 0 0  0 14 14 ' 14 14 14 14 0 0 0 112 112 112 112 112 

SY D 
MEL 
-v.. 

- - 

SYD 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 588 588 588 588 588 588 588 588 588 
MEL 

~ - ~ ~ --- -. ~. . - . ~~~ -~ ~ - -- 

Aus 1 3 0  133 151 172 182 182 1 9 6  196 210 1568 1808 1819 2008 2128 2128 2296 2296 2289 
- 

JSA Share Aus 32% 32% 2 8 %  24% 23% , 23% 21% , 21% , 20% : 38% 37% 32% 29% 28% 28% 26% . 2636 26% 
- - ~ -- - - -- - ~ 
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Appendix D - Overview of Gatwick and Heathrow 

As shown on the map below, Gatwick (labelled A) and Heathrow (labelled B) are both located close 
to the centre of London: Heathrow is approximately 24km to the west, and Gatwick is 
approximately 46km to the south, of central London. 

There are only small differences in the travel time and frequency of services from Heathrow and 
Galwick to central London. Each airport's website provides an estimate of these figures, which are 

compared in the table below:99 

Service ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ + ~  Time to central London 

Gatw 

ency 

ick He: Heathrc )throw C )w 

Express (non-stop) 15 mins 15 mins 30-35 mins 21 mins 

train 

National Express 60 mins 5-30 mins 1 hr 30 mins 50 mins - 1 hr 

Coach 5 mins 

Taxi on demand on demand 1 hr 5 mins 30 mins - 1 hr 

This table demonstrates that the difference in travel time to central London from Gatwick and 
Heathrow is likely to be no more than ten minutes by train and thirty minutes by taxi, . Given the 

DO See British Airports Authority Gatwick. 'Travel to and from London', 
htt~://~~~.aat~ickaim~R~~omi~0rtall~auelGa~ck%5EGeneral~h5ET~+and+from+GaWick~h5ETrave~+to+and+fmm+Londo 
n/Ofae6b54451f911OVunVCM10000036821cOa 1448c6a4c7fl bOOlOVunVCM200000357el20a I#)  as at [y; British 
Airports Authority Heathrow, 'Travel to ceotral London', 
0 
fdOd9b25f959911OVanVCM10000036821cOa 1448c6a4c7fl b001OVunVCM200000357el20a I as at m. 
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length of a flight from Australia to UK, 22 to 28 hours, this time difference is unlikely to deter 

passengers from substituting between Gatwick and Heathrow. 

The UK Competition Commission (the UKCC) also recently examined the extent to which BAA'S 

London airports 'are substitutable from the point of view of users (both airlines and passengers)'.'00 

The three airports BAA presently owns in London are: Heathrow, Gatwick, and London's Stansted 

airport (Stansted). The UKCC concluded that the 'evidence indicates that the necessaty demand- 

side substitutability exists between each of BAA'S London airports."" The UKCC found that during 

the 2006 survey period Heathrow drew 63% of its passengers from Gatwick's catchment areas, 

and Gatwick drew 50% of its passengers from Heathrow's catchment areas.''' 

The UKCC also sought airlines views of which other airports are substitutable for each of the BAA 

ailports to which they fIy.'O3 In relation to Heathrow and Gatwick, there were two key points which 

emerged from the airlines' responses.'04 First, airlines generally did not consider Gatwick to be a 

substitute for Heathrow for connecting passengers to due to the greater number of connecting 

flights available at Heathrow. However, this is not relevant to an Australia-London business market 

and therefore is not relevant to the Commission's analysis. Second, airlines generally suggested 
,- 

that for terminating passengers, Heathrow and Gatwick were substitutable. 

There is therefore substitutability between international flights to and from Heathrow and Gatwick - 
meaning airlines operating services between Australia and Gatwick will continue to constrain 

Qantas and BA under the JSA. 

rm United Kingdom Competiiion Commission. 'BAA Airports Market Investigation: Working paper on the potential for 
competition between BAA'S south-east airports'. October 2008, htt~:Nw.comDetition- 

as at ['I. 
,u, United Kingdom Competition Commission, 'BAA Airports Market Investigation: Working paper on the potential for 
wmpetition between BANS south-east airports'. October 2008, h t t ~ : l / ~ . ~ o m p e t i t i o n -  
wmmission.or~.uWinaui1ieslref2007/airpoindex.htm as at [1. 5. 

102 United Kingdom Competiiion Commission. 'BAA Airports Market Investigation: Working paper on the potential for 
competition between BAAS south-east airports', October 2008, htt~:llwww.comDetition- 
~mmiss ion.0r~uk~ina~i r ies1ref2007Ia imsidehtm as at [q. 22. 
101 United Kingdom Competition Commission, 'BAA Airports Market Investigation: Working paper on the potential for 
wmpetition between BAA'S south-east airports'. October 2008, httD:llw.com~etition- 
~ m m i s s i o n o r a u W i n a u i r i e ~ 1 r e f 2 0 0 7 1 a i r ~ o ~  as at 11, 43-44, 74-89. 

,M United Kingdom Competition Commission. 'BAA Airports Market Investigation: Working paper on the potential for 
PI 1 nn- 

&%h!8dd$lflt'i%-WB Od#eBrPelbiafr~orts noex nlm as at 17. 43-44 74-89 P a g ~  48 
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Appendix E - Market Shares 
Table 1: Airline passenger market share: JSA Europe routes, derived from country of origin 
I destination, years ended 31 December 1994,1998,2003,2008. A2009 data is 12 months to 
30 June 2009 (%) -source ABS 

. . . . . - 

Airline I 

British Airways 

Total Europe 

. - ~ -1- 

. I 
"O . , . I 1". . . . .. . 

39.2 41.6 36.7 36.7 
-~ - -- 

14.8 , 17.5 16.0 
-- 1 
2.3 1 ~ 2.8 2.2 2.1 

Cathay Pacific 1 6.5 5.8 

a ~ i i e  ~~.~~ - - __-j 

KLM 2.5 2.4 0.0 0 . 0  0.0 2.9 3.5 0 . 0  0 . 2  0.2 

Thailnternational 1.5 1.9 1 3.0 2.3 1 2.0 2.8 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.0 1 
Alitalia 1 0.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 
Lufthansa 0.5 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 4.8 0.0 

Emirates 
I 

Etihad 2.4 ; 2.9 1 - 1 - - I 2.5 3.3 

RoyalBrunei - 1 - - 1 . 8  1 . 6  - , - 1 - 1 1 . 1  i 1 . O  1 

Others 1 14.9 14.6 7.0 4.9 5.2 1 16.1 17.4 10.2 / 5.8 6.3 

Total (%) 1100 i 100 1 0 0  1 0 0  100 1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  1 0 0  1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  

Passengers('000) 1 1.227 i 1,633 1 2.080 1 2.359 1 2.306 1 2 2 9  3.226 1 3.902 1 4.590 4 . 4 9 4  
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Table 2: Airline passenger market share, JSA SE Asia routes, derived from country of originldestination, years ended 31 December 1994,1998 and 2003, 2008. 
"2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%)-source ABS 

-- - . . . . 

Airline 

Qantas Group 

British Airways 

Cathay Pacific 

Malaysia Airlines 

KLM 

1 Alitalia 1 0 0 1 0 . 1 ~  - I 0 . 0 0 . 0 5 . 3 1 2 . 0 1  - / 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 . 8 / 0 . 3 1  - ~ o . o / o . o ~  
/ Lufthansa I 1.1 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 / 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.1 / 0.0 1 0 0  / 0.0 0 0  1 

0.1 

1.1 

0.0 
I I 1 I 

Etihad r= 

Singapore 

Japan Airlines 
I I I I I I I I 

1 Royal Brunei 1 - I - 1 - I O . 1 0 . 1 I  - I - 1 - 0 . 5 1 0 . 6 1  - I - I - 1.2 1 1.1 1 

1994 

49.7 

7.4 

0.3 

8.6 

0.1 

0 0  

I Garuda I -  / - - I o . 0 1 o . i I  - - 1  - I O . I / O . I  - - - l 9 . 3 8 . 7 l  

Thailand 

United Airlines / 0.1 I 0.1 1 0.1 1 0 0  

0.0 

AirAsiaX 0.2 0.7 1.5 2.9 

Gthers 6.8 7.0 2.1 0.9 0.8 3.1 2.9 3.1 1.1 0.8 19.4 16.9 

Total (%) 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Passengers '000 564 768 804 1.023 1.024 283 378 416 990 933 

1998 

32.0 

15.7 

1994 

44.9 

9.5 

Total SE ~ s i a '  

0.3 

2.1 

0.0 I 0.1 I 0.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 1 0 0  1 0.1 1 0.1 1 0 1  1 0.0 I 0.0 

0.0 

1994 

41.3 

3.9 

0.1 

2003 

40.0 

6.0 

1998 

27.3 

15.6 

0.2 

0.5 

0.0 

1998 

31.6 

7.8 

0.0 0.1 

2008 

32.5 

1.8 

0.2 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

2009" 

34.0 

1.6 

2009" 

20.9 

3.8 

2003 

15.4 

8.7 

2003 2008 / 2009" 2008 

19.4 

3.8 

25.8 16.4 
- 

0.7 

0.0 

24.1 

3.5 1.3 1 1.2 1 

1.5 

0.6 

0 0  

2.6 

0.0 

1.1 

1.5 

0.0 

0.0 0 0  

2.0 

0.0 

1.0 

2.7 

0.0 

0.9 

2.7 

0.0 

0.9 

9.7 

0.0 

0.5 

12.6 

0.0 

0.8 j 1.7 1.8 

15.6 11.7 

0.0 0.0 

10.5 

0.0 
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1 Qantas Group 1 31.1 34.4 31 .I 22.3 23.7 1 24.1 

Table 3: Leisure traveller' market share by region for year ended 31 December 2003 and 

2008. "2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%) - source ABS 
- . -- 

I 6.7 British Airways 

I Thai International 3.5 1 4.1 3.7 1 9.3 13.7 1 11.6 

Europe region 

QFWA comblned 37.8 

Singapore Airlines 1 15.5 

Malaysia Airlines 7.3 

SE Asla region I 

A~rl~ne 

4.3 

F!:ates, 

Etihad 

4.5 1 2 . 8  1 . 2  1 1.1 
I 

38.7 

16.6 

4.8 

Cathay Pacific 1 3.4 

2008 2003 

35.6 

15.5 

4.5 

7.5 

2009" 2009' 2008 

Air New Zealand 
. , 

2003 

25.1 

19.2 

13.9 

7.7 

2.1 

1.9 

0.0 
. . ~. 

0.0 

0.1 

Virgin Atlantic 

Austrian Air 
. 

Tiger Airways 

Philippine Airlines 1 - 

Total 

I Qantas Group 40.2 34.6 1 34.2 1 23.4 1 16.3 1 18.4 

- 
3.0 

0.3 

0.0 

4.3 Others 

Table 4: Business travellero airline market share for Singapore and Thailand, year ended 31 

December 2003 and 2008. "2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%)-source ABS 
- -  

25.1 

23.2 

10.6 

0.6 

2.0 
- .. - 

1.9 

0.0 

0.2 

0.3 

Garuda 

AirAsiaX ' - 

22.8 

100 

Singapore Total 

Thai International 0 3  1 46.9 I 5l.5 . ..... ~- 
Cathay Pacific 0.3 1.1 1 

25.2 

21 .O 

9.7 

0.2 

0.0 

7.8 

Thailand Total 

1 Emirates 1.8 0.9 1 1.4 / 0.0 2.0 1 3.1 1 

1.3 

-~ 

0.6 
-~ ~ 

100 

Airline i 2003 1 2008 1 2009" 1 2003 1 2008 1 2009" 

British Airways 7.2 1 

0.2 0.1 0.0 I 0.0 1 
Air New Zealand 

1.3 

30.6 

2.3 

36.9 

58.6 
~~~~ - 

0.6 

QFIBA combined 

Singapore Airlines 
~. ~.. ~ . p~ 

1 Malaysia Airlines 

I I 1 I 
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0.0 

0.0 

11.6 

3.7 

100 

47.4 

47.2 

1.3 
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0.2 
. 

0.0 

0.0 1 
. . 

I 0 f - - l  

6.8 ! 

3.3 

2.2 

3.6 

2.1 

36.3 

59.0 

0.7 

2.4 

2.3 

5.5 

100 

12.3 
~- 

35.7 

12.9 
- . ..~. 

1.3 

100 100 1 

8.5 

24.8 

13.7 

2.0 

7.9 
--- 

26.3 

13.9 
v 

1.4 
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1 AirAsiaX - 0.0 0.1 1 - 0.3 0.5 

I Tioer Airwavs - 1 1.1 I 1.0 1 - 1 0.1 1 0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.2 

I Others ! 1.8 i 0.4 1 0.4 I 1.8 ! 5.5 1 1.3 I 

Urg in Atlantic 8 - 
I 

Austrian Air 0.0 

Garuda 

1 Total 100 / 100 1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  

0.0 0.1 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

I Qantas ~ r o u p "  42.2 45.8 1 45.4 36.0 1 35.1 1 36.3 

Table 5: Business travellero airline market share for the UK and Germany, year ended 31 
December 2003 and 2008. A2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%) -source ABS 

1 British Airways 18.2 / 10.7 1 10.0 7.2 1 2.7 1 2.9 

0.0 0.2 

0.1 1 - 

UK Total 

1 QFlBA combined 60.4 1 56.5 1 55.4 43.2 1 37.8 39.2 1 

0.0 

0.1 

Germany Total 
Airline I - 1  2003 1 2008 1 2009" 1 2003 1 2008 1 2009" 1 

I Malaysia Airlines 5.5 1 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.7 1 3.3 i 
Singapore Airlines 1 11.8 

I Cathay Pacific 1 4.9 1 5.2 5.8 2.3 6.1 1 6.3 

1 0 . 3 1 1 1 . 1  22.0 19.5 19.6 

1 Emirates 6.3 10.6 10.4 1 6.0 1 14.1 1 13.3 

1 Etihad - 1 1.2 1 2.0 - 1 1.9 1 2.7 1 
1 Air NZ 1 - 2 . 2  1 1 . 9  - 1 1 . 7  1 1 . 7  1 

Garuda 0.0 0.1 

0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 

/ Tiger Airways 1 - 1 0.0 1 0.1 I - 1 0.0 I 0.1 1 
I Philippine Airlines - 1 0.0 1 0.1 1 - I 0.0 I 0.1 1 
I Others I 1 8.2 4.3 4.1 8.2 1 6.1 1 4.9 

I Total 1 0 0  / 100 1 0 0  1 0 0  I 1 0 0  / 100 

Data Notes: 
.. . , , ~ - ~ 

i '  , Business traveller includes travel type: Business and Convention 
I 7' - - ~  .~~ .~ . ., . . 

1 1 Leisure traveller includes travel type: Holiday and VFR 
~ - ~ - --- - 

; r ' Eum61s defined as: ~ust;ia, Belgium. ~ z e c h  Republic. Denrnah Finland, France. Germany, dreece, ~ungary; 
Italv. Malta. The Netherlands. Poland. Portuaal. Reoubiic of ireland. SDain. Sweden and Srvlherland - 

I Europe s defned as Adstr a France. Germany Greece Ita Luxembourg. The Netherlanos Rep~bilc 01 
Ireand Sw trer an0 an0 Un ted Klngdom ' South East Asia is defined as: India. Indonesia, Malaysia. The Philippines. Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand 

s South East Asia is defined as: ~mnei,.Eist Tirnor. India. Indonesia. Malaysia. The Philippines, Singapore. Sri 1 
Lanka. Thailand and Vietnam - .. . . . . . ~ ~ 

li Qantas Group is defined as: Qantas, QantasLink. Ausbalian Airlines and Jetstar 
. .. . . . . .. . . . . ~- 
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Appendix F: Slot Acquisition 

Exchanges or leases of slots 

There is an active secondary market for the trading of slots at Heathrow. Carriers are permitted to 

exchange slots in two different ways: either through a 'mutually beneficial' exchange or through an 

'incentivised' exchange. 

Mutually beneficial exchanges are agreed informally between airlines, and essentially involve a slot 

'swap'. Work at the annual IATA Scheduling Conference has focused on the operational benefits of 

such exchanges. 

lncentivised exchanges involve a contract and sometimes also financial con~iderat ion. '~~ These 

exchanges are not necessarily permanent and may rather be loans or leases. 

Slot trading is growing. For example, in 2005, the OFTICAA presented data from ACL showing 

that at Heathrow almost 250 slots were exchanged on the secondary market for slot trading in 2004 

I- 
compared to less than 50 slots in 2000. In the same report, the OFTICAA noted that while only a 

relatively small proportion of the overall number of slots at Heathrow were traded on the secondary 

trading market (approximately 3%), there had been significant changes to airlines' slot holdings. 

For example, between Summer 2001 and Summer 2004 Virgin Atlantic, Lufthansa, BA and Air 

Canada increased their holdings by 31.5% 19.5% 11% and 7.7% respectively. 

ACL has recognised that the availability of slot trading is gradually seeing a substitution of long- 

haul for short-haul services at Heathrow. In evidence given to the Mott MacDonaldIEuropean 

Commission study on the impact of secondary trading, ACL noted:'06 

Generally slot trades result in the substitution of short-haul services operated by small aircraft with 
long-haul, large aircraft services. Analysing only those slot transfers that were commercial 
transactions, and excluding intra-Alliance transfers, it would appear that the average aircraft size 
increased some 81% from 139 to some 250 seats per slot ... .If slot productivity is measured in terms 
of the number of ASKS [available seat kilometre] produced, then the increase in productivity will be 
much greater still." 

An example of such slot trading is Etihad which has acquired slots over recent seasons from the 

pool (approx 2 daily evening pairs). In NS07 they leased morning slots from United Airlines and 
n 

dispersed one of their evening fragmented pairs (some leased I some handed back). In NW07 they 

did a similar thing but this time leasing bmi slots. In NS08 Eithad returned the leased United 

Airlines slots but secured Air Canada slots in their place. Etihad also got back the slots dispersed in 

NS07 (lease returns and new slots from the coordinator). In NW08 they returned the leased bmi 

slots but secured 2x daily Luxair slots on a 518 year lease deal which will continue into S09. 

106 It is impoltant to note that any mnsideation involved in incentivised exchanges is very variable and may not reflect the 
'value' of the slots exchanged as the mnsideation may not be readily disentangled from other aspects of a package 
commercial deal. 
I c e  Mott McDonaldlEuropean Commission. 'Study on the Impact of the Introduction of Secondary Trading at Community 
Airpolts' November 2006. 
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ACL slot pool allocation system 

The IATA and EC guidelines'07 set out the slot allocation rules for Heathrow. These are 

administered by ACL, which is an independent coordinator who allocates slots at Heathrow 
biannually (summer and winter). Incumbent airlines have 'grandfather rights', giving them 

preferential access to slots subject to a 'use-it-or-lose-it' provision (which is subject to a force 

majeure exception). Any slots relinquished, or forfeited under the 'use-it-or-lose-it' provision are 

returned to the pool. 

After allocation according to the 'grandfather rights' and applications for amendments to current 

slots, half of the new capacity is allocated to new entrantsTo8 and half is allocated to new requests 

by incumbent ca r~ ie rs . '~~  Slot allocation is carried out according to certain criteria which 

specifically include 'competition' and the 'requirements of the travelling public'. 

Although Heathrow is a congested airport. 'new' pool slots (as opposed to 'historic' slots that are re- 

allocated to incumbent carriers under either grandfathering or re-timing rules) do become available 

h for allocation by ACL - such as if carriers relinquish their slots or forfeit them by failing to meet 

minimum usage or other requirements."0 For example, in northern winter 200812009, 45 new pool 

slots were allocated of which 80% went to new entrants. 

I07 International Air Transpoll Association, 'Worldwide Scheduling Guidelines, 1 7Ih ~dition'. December 2008; European 

Commission Regulation 79312004 on the Common Rulesfor the Allocation of Slots at Community Airports, 29 January 
2008. 

'08 This includes both new airlines to the airport and new services requested by incumbents with fewer than four slds per 
day. 

tw If there is insufficient demand from new entrants, more than 50% may be allocated to incumbent carriers. 

910 If a carrier does not use a slot at least 80% of the time in a given season, or if it fails to abide by the times assigned to the 
slot and cellain other restrictions, it may forfeit the slot. 
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Existing slot rights at Heathrow (Northern Summer 2008) 

Airline Sun 

He@ 

Nun 

allot 

B A 3950 

CX 64 

EK 70 

EY 34 

MH 28 

P+ Air NZ 28 

QF 56 

SO 48 

V A 326 

JL 34 

KE 18 

TG 28 

U A 154 

DL 24"' 

Note: slot allocations 

weekly I 

slot Sb 

slot allocation at Summer ZOO8 weekly Heathrow slot allocation 
presently used for Australia-UK routes 

ot allocations as a Number of slot Slot allocations used 

% of total Heathmw allocations used on on Aus-UK routes as 
slt 4~s-UK r w l  a % o f t  

Iota1 
slots"' 

he airlines' 
Heathrow 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

A third method of acquiring slots is through merger and acquisitions. This includes: transfers 

between parent and subsidiary companies and between subsidiaries of the same parent company; 

n as part of the acquisition of control over the capital of an air carrier; and cases of total or partial 
takeover of an air carrier.lq4 

The ability of carriers operating on routes between Australia and the UK to acquire additional slots 

at Heathrow can be demonstrated by examining the changes in slot allocations for these carriers at 

Heathrow between Summer 2005 and Summer 2008. which is set out in the table. 

3,' This assumes that all flightsof mapoint carriers whose only Heathrow flights are to their hubs can conned with a 
service to Australia. 

"' Ibid. 

"3 Delta's LHR slots are leased from Air France-KLM 

i,, See Council Regulallon (EEC) No 95/93 on m m n  rules for the allowlion of slols a1 Community airpwts (1993). Article 
81(b)[orArticles 8(1Xa). 8(1Xb)l. 
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Lufthansa for example has made several recent acquisitions since July 2007 of Swiss, Austrian & 

BMI raising their LHR slot share to 18%. A possible sale of BMI by Lufthansa could be a further 

source for additional LHR slots. 

Carriers are also able to increase their available capacity at Heathrow for routes between Australia 

and the UK by making more of their slots available for flights between Australia and the UK. This is 

particularly straightforward for midpoint carriers, who represent the majority of carriers operating on 

Australia-UK routes. Mid-point carriers operate a certain number of flights between their midpoint 

and Heathrow, based on their current allocation of slots at Heathrow. Some, but not all, of the 

flights between the midpoint and Heathrow connect at the midpoint with a flight to or from Australia. 

To increase their available capacity on flights between Australia and Heathrow, these carriers can 

simply add additional flights fmm Australia to the midpoint which connect with the existing flights 

from the midpoint to Heathrow. These additional flights fmm Australia would not have to be solely 

filled with Australian passengers travelling to the UK, since some passengers may choose to 

terminate at the midpoint or connect with a flight to another long-haul destination (eg Paris). 

F 
End-point carriers, such as Virgin Atlantic, could also choose to reallocate their available slots 

since slots are not route ~peci f ic ."~ If there was a significant increase in pricing and profit margins 

on flights from Heathrow-Australia, end-point carriers could choose to cancel less profitable routes 

and transfer the use of the slot to the potentially higher yielding Heathrow-Australia routes. This 

potential for reallocation of slot use, along with any actual reallocation of slot use, would represent 

a strong competitive constraint on the pricing of services from Heathrow to Australia. 

7,s See Airpolt Coordination Limited, Briefing Note: EU-Us Open Skies and access lo Heathmw Airpoe, 26 March 2007. 
htt~:lhYww.acl-uk.oraiUserFileslFilelACL%20EU-US%2QBRlEFlNG20N0%20260307.~df as at [1. 
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Appendix G - Fare Movements Australia - UK 2003-2009 

Business /First class fares are based on Retail net fares marked up by commission of 9% (0365) and 

based on retail net fares marked up 9% 
Economy Class levels for 05-09 are Published fares 

FirsUBusiness 

Business Class sale fares were offered regularly for sale between NovO8--AugO9 
lowest level $5534 (Fare+YQ) 
Prior to this Business class sale fares were not offered in the Retail environment 

First Class sale fares were offered during 2 for One campaign in NovO8 
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Appendix H - Freight Market Share 
Table 1: Freight traffic to and from Australia by Airline, years ended 31 December 1994, 
1998 2003 and 2008. A2009 data is 12 months to 30 June 2009 (%)-source BITRE 

Note: June 2009 data is provisional only 

Airline 

6 

British 
Airways - 
QFIBA 
Combined -- 
Singapore 
Airlines 
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1994 

18.028 

192,877 

Air New 
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CathayPacific 
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Tonnes 

56.727 

(%) 

1998 

3.5 

37.7 

49,476 

44.023 

17.483 

174,849 34.2 
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10.9 

(%) 

2003 
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9.5 

8.5 
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2008 

3.5 
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13 

(%) Tonnes 

16.337 

155,585 

11 
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~~~~~~~~- 

25.5 
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16.5 
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2.7 

15.9 119,972 

1.3 

25.8 
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16.2 

6.1 

9.1 

1.1 

1.4 

24.8 

40,637 
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10.2 

1.0 
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Table 2: Airline freight market shares, JSA routes, 1994,1998,2003 and 2008. A2009 data is 
12 months to 30 June 2009 (%)-source BITRE 

Note: June 2009 data is provisional only 
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; Other 

Total 
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